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at his suggestion. Very cordial."
calling up O'lirien's saloon from time
The message was received at 2:10
WARRINGTON
to time. 'That father of yours is a
a. m. today.
runterror,' O'Brien told me. 'He's
The senators conferred briefly with
"It's
maniac.
a
like
here
around
ning
President Wilson and as they left the
men,"
DEATH LIST
TEMPTED
NO
IS
OR
BY
places like this that ruing young
a i
White House said they were satisfied
.1
u tu
cioHea
have
"Ill
you
says he.
that morning reports were not justi"
takes the last cent I've got."
fied. They still were hopeful that
WRECKED
I went into hiding. Whatl O'Brien
DIGGS
PLEA
Mr. Llnd's efforts to bring about an
CANADA
told me, on top of what Diepenbrock
amicable understanding would he suchad said, scared me. I told umien
cessful.
V heard my father was looking lor
DENIES
Both senators were acquainted with PURSER SAVED NO RECORDS AND CAR OF DYNAMITE IN SUBURB OF FORMER CALIFORNIA "STATE ARPROVISIONAL PRESIDENT
NEW HAMPSHIRE SHERIFF SPOTS
me with a policeman, and he said that
IT MAY NEVER BE KNOWN HOW
CHITECT LAYS BLAME ON. PRIN- was true.
URRITIA'S STATEMENT OF LA8T the contents of Huerta's note to the
MEXICO CITY LETS GO AND NOT
HIM ON TRAIN AND
FOLLOWS
RECOGNITION American government cabled
by
uncle
THAT
MANY WENT DOWN WITH STATE
A HOUSE IN 500 YARDS COULD
my
CIPAL WITNESS FOR PROSECUfrom
NIGHT
I
learned
HIM
TO VILLAGE IN QUEBEC,
"Later,
Charge O'Shaughnessy to the state
OF CALIFORNIA.
TION IN WHITE SLAVE CASE.
MUST COME BY. MIDNIGHT;
WITHSTAND SHOCK
that my father was gone, and I came WHERE HE IS ARRESTED.
department. ; Although the tone of the
out of hiding..' Miss Warrington and
note is scornful la Its rejection of the
Miss Norris had visited me at my ho
RECEIVED American suggestions, nothing In It ELEVEN SURVIVORS INJURED SCORES OF VICTIMS IN RUINS "WE
CORDIALLY
GIRLS
FRAMED THIS" tel. ' On March 3 I met Caminetti and WILL
LINO
FIGHT
EXTBACITION
related to an ultimatum or a demand
Marshall Diggs, my upnele, witn Miss
for recognition.
over. Miss
O'SHAUGHNESSY
WIRES FROM
PACIFIC COAST COMPANY'' BOAT ADOBE DWELLINGS CRUMBLE UN- DECLARES
SHE TOLD HIM SHE Norris and we talked things
Senators Quash Investigation
that5 I leave town. HEARING BEFORE COMMISSIONER
Norris
suggested
REPRESENAND NORRIS GIRL HAD
A general disposition In the senate
AND PRESIDENT'S
WHICH DOWN IN GAMBIER BAY,
MADE
DER FORCE OF GIANT DETONAON THIS QUESTION TOMORROW;
I explained the difficulty of doing
WASHING- to demand some definite statement
AND HE
ARRANGEMENTS
TATIVE REASSURE
AND
ALASKA, SUNDAY MORNING IS
TION, CITY NEAR SCENE MASS
IS ARRAIGNED TODAY AS A
that. Business men had put several
from the administration was headed
CAMINETTI MUST GO ALONG.
TOTAL LOSS.
TON AS TO SITUATION.
OF CLAY, DUST AND TIMBERS
dollars in contracts
thousand
FUGITIVE
FROM JUSTICE HERE.
hundred
off by Senators
Lodge, Bacon and
hands.
in
my
had
who
direct Information
Stone,
San Francisco, Aug. 19. Maury I.
"My uncle said that I should go
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 19. Thirty-tw- o COLLISION
IS OPTIMISTIC from the White House.
SENTIMENT
LIKELY
CAUSE
to my wife and quit running AUTHORITIES MAY DEPORT HIM
of
home
state
former
Cali
tie
of
architect
passengers
Diggs,
jsurviving
Senator Penrose had prepared to
are
on
of
Calofornia
fornia, took the witness stand in his around, and leave other women alone.
speak again on his resolutions asking. steamship State
A CARLOAD OF RAILROAD RAILS own defense today and told his
GENERAL IMPRESSION PREVAILS for
on
to
the
the
Seattle
steamship
way
story Miss Norris insisted that I'd best leave UNDESIRABLE,
DECLARE
IMMI
reports on Mexican conditions and
BAL- the official
a
11
and
are
in
of
My uncle told me my wife
IS DELICATELY
he town.
STATUS
Northwestern,
the
hospital
DANmotives
what
STRIKES
VEHICLE
WITH
Impelling
status of William Bayard
GRATION OFFICIALS AT OTTAANCED BUT NEED BE NO FEAR Hale.
Senator Lodge urged him to in Juneau, with only one of them In GEROUS CARGO AND SHOCK called the "Reno escapade." This knew all about my affairs.
WA; TWO MEN ACCOMPANYING
There are ten bodies of pas"The next day, Monday, Caminetti
was the midnight flight across the
WHILE CONFERENCES GO ON. delay and after a confernce between danger.
PRECIPITATES TRAGEDY
HIM ARE ALSO HELD.
That
said:
One
and
Nevada state line, from Sacramento came to my hotel
sengers on the Northwestern.
the two on the floor, Senator
clalled
He
a
is
terror.
women
of
of
unidentified
hitherto
father
to
the
Loyours
Reno, with Marsha Warrington,
took his seat without raising the
Mexico City, Aug. 13. aii explosion la Norrls and F. Drew Caminetti which me on the phone to ask where you
whose bodies were recovered was
Washington, Aug. 19. The United Mexican
Coaticook, W. Quebec, Aug. 19.
he
asked
Later
question.
States will await the final ou'tcoine that his resolution be "allowed to
Miss Blanche Fridd, a teacher in the of a car loaded with dynamite on the resulted in the present trial under the were and when I told him I didn t Harry K. Thaw is uunder arrest here.
go
of negotiations
between John Lind 'over
know he called me a liar and told me He was araigned at
school at Monmouth, tracks of a etreet car company in a Mann white slave traffic act.
as H
for two or three days without state normal
beHuerta
President
Provisional
of Tacubaya, a
and
settled
in
lives
Ore.
thickly
portion
Her
City,
Valley
family
"What
did
The
action.
you call it?" asked Judge he'd have me fired out of my Job, that fugitive from justice- In the United
Poindexter
resolution,
fore taking further steps in the its
suburb of the capital, killed or Injured Van
state States. The final
N. D.
Fleet, interrupting the testimony. I wasn't fit to be working for the
asking what measures had been taken
disposition of the
one hundred persons, chiefmore
than
will
the
policy toward Mexico.
to
return
Cann
control.'
of
board
Captain
"An
to protect Americans in Mexico, also
rest3 with, tho
Diggs.
repeated
prisoner,
however,
escapade,"
Last night's reports of an ultima- went over without debate. Confer- scene of the wreck tomorrow. The ly women and children, early today.
"Cam told me his wife had been Dominion government
looking the judge squarely in the eye
tum by Huerta demanding recognition ences
told him she
Coast Steamship company Thirty bodies have been taken from and
took place on the. senate floor Pacific
speaking in a clear, confident after him, that she had
Thaw was arrested this moiling at
Scores of
and intimations that he might hand
of the houses.
ruins
the
lists
checked
its
for a warto
again
up
passenger
was
Hughes
going
Judge
voice.
throughout the session and a disposiHermenegilde-Garford- ,
a village near
William
and
streets.
in
the
are
wounded
of
Q'Shaughnessy
number
the
Charge
lying
tion on the republican side not to today, and still places
directed the court, with- rant, that things had gone far enough. here. An hour before he had driven
"Proceed,"
dewere
The disaster is said to have been out
Bayard Hale their passports
On the Wednesday night before we across
force a discussiou of the sltuatYn, but dead at 32. The company will send
commenting on .
the line from New Hampshire
with iron
nied in official dispatches from the to
car
a
caused
loaded,
north
the
byi
three
divers
steamship
by
for Reno, my uncle prevailed oi
left
await
to
All
went
his
that
grew
developments,
stronger.
prove
testimony
admitted
He
his Identity and complathe dynamite car.
American embassy, while their au
Chairman Bacon of the foreign re- City of Seattle, sailing tonight, to pipes crashing into
he was worried, harassed, hunted, me to go home. As I was entering cently declared that he could not be
in
Mexico
was
scene
disclaimed
make a thorough search of. the hulk For radius 5,000 yards from the
thenticlty
lations committee reiterated
from every side by the consequences the house I met Caminetti leaving. He extradited as he had committeed no
today
President Wilson, Secretary
of the explosion not a house was left
City.
that
United States would stand and bring out all the bodies.
the
of his own misconduct, and that his wouldn't speak to me.
crime.
intact and not a vestige of many of
Bryan and administration officials unassailable In the eyes of the
"I had dinner and went down town
was to get out of town,
world,
only
thought
waita
maintained
of
Two men, who are supposed to have
Most
the
remained.
the buildings
'generall, however,
Death List Remains Same
whatever the outcome of the negotiaagain. 'Cam' told me what my wife
Thaw in his spectacular
were of adobe construction give the scandal surrounding him a had been
accompanied
ing mood and counselled a like course tions, because of its consistent effort
dwellings
saying to him. '"You've
Juneau, Alaska, Aug. 19. The list and those nearest to where the car chance to die down, and then come
with senators of the foreign relations to
from
tie Insane hospital at
flight
to
four
me for
been a snake
years'
bring about peace in Mexico.
back to his family and 'business.
oi known dead, and missing passengers stood were converted into
of
N.
Y., last Sunday morncommittee, who agreed with them and
Matteawan,
heaps
In direct contradiction to the testi- he said she told him, 'now I'm going
who were in the Pacific Coast Steamwere
In
his
clay and dust, under which it is estiquieted threatened outbreaks on the
company and were
ing,
to show you what a real esrpent is.
Nine Trains Go South
ship company's steamship State of mated scores of victims will be found'. mony of Miss Warrington and Miss
senate floor.
detained.
also
,..
troubcause
untold
you
Norri3 who have sworn that they left I'm going to
e'd f"iEl Paso, Tex., Aug. 19. Telegraphic California when she struck a rock and
The persor.fi .,H'.k-:e-runwith
were
'
.him
They
charged
"being
had
le"-.
said
Cam
called,
...she,
jlaii .Uii. ife laboring "class."
Administration Optimistic but ' Wary communication has . been restored sank in Gambler. Bay .m)'i'y uv. eainiu
tws;i,i,s:,? their ' i iauViUi t arnd
;
;.;:;-!:'oi
,i
der
laving
suspicion
bosire only when marriage had been to the house by the telephone. He
Washington, An?;. 19. Charge d' with Chihuahua and nine freight and today stands unchanged with ten
said he was so scared when he went offense In another and. friendly na15
Marsha
named
dies
and
them,
Diggs
recovered
promised
passengers
Affaires O'Shaughnessy cabled Secre- passenger trains are ready to leave
in that he hid before a door when he tion."
Warrington as the one who had intary Bryan from Mexico City early to- Juarez for the south Three o'clock known, to.be missing and given up for
The two men, one of large build and
sisted that they go. As early as Jan- saw her coming until he was sure
day that President Huerta, through Tuesday afternoon in. the time set for dead. Whether more passengers than
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
a
she
didn't
the
have
other a smaller man, at onee regun.
uary 31, he testified, she had said to
Foreign Minister Gamboa emphatical- the departure of tlie trains, but de- the 15 whose names appeared in the
too.
saw
same
"That
I
counsel and! refused to disclose
tained
O'Brien,
night
him "you're a piker. We girls have
whose
ly denied there was "any foundation lays incident to the loading of pro- list of missing are among those
He told me that he'd heard through their Identity.
fellows
the
framed
and
have
with
down
got
were
bodies
taken
this,
pou
of 2,)00
for the statement that visions, the mobilization
whatever"
(Washington, Aug. 19. Senate: ReMarsha Warrington's uncle that her
The $D00 reward for Thaw's arrest
Huerta had issued an ultimatum to troops which will accompany the wreck Is unconfirmed, as Pursuer J. sumed consideration of tariff bill, tak- to go along with us."
had said he'd heard she was belongs to Sheriff B. H. Kelsea, of
father
himwas
master
is
of
Diggs
perfectly
the United States demanding recogni- trains as an escort, and the switching L. Coughlin saved no records and
ing up sugar schedule with prospect
going with a married man, that he Colebrook, N. H., who recognized
tion with the alternative of handing of the large number of cars with a not sure how many were aboard the of disposing of it before adjournment. self. He spoke with a clear voice in was
suspicious of me, and that he'd Thaw on a Maine Central railroad
an easy, 'free, but. earnest manner,
limited equipment of engines in the ship when it went to its doom.
Mr. O'Shaughnessy his passports.
Democrats at request of RepresenIf he ever found u? together, train
sworn
at
most
last night. After the fugitive
recollecfor the
To the best of Coughlin's
part directly
A dispatch from John Lind Informed Central yards, may cause the departtative Clayton decided to caucus to- looking
he'd kill us both."
had
some
the train at Hereford, Kelsea
Seatto
ure
times
his.
but
,left
left
be
California
of
counsel,
turning
State
the
delayed.
tion,
President Wilson and Secretary Bryan
on his eligibility as successor
The direct examination concluded pursued him to Hermenegilde-Garford- ,
No reports have been received from tle with 35 passengers. Nineteen night
his large eyes to the jury and some
that he had been in conference witn
of the late Senator Johnston of Alatimes dropping them to his carefully without any questions about the pur- where, at the request of the sheriff,
Provisional President Huerta at an the south of Villa's presence along the more boarded the steamer at Prince bama.
chase of tickets to Reno, the trip on a Canadian constable placed the
manicured finger nails.
early hour today. He characterized railroad, although a scout train will Rupert, B. C, and several others tooi
House: Considered
miscellaneous
the train or the three days in the fugitive under arrest
sent
defendahead of the caravan to make passage at Kedchikan, Alaska and
"On March 3," testiifed the
his reception and conference with be
bills.
Reno bungalow.
sure
there
about
no
that
my
rebels
remember
"I
ae
but
is a small vilon
Hermenegilde-Carforthe
along other ports
talking
way north,
Huerta as "cordial."
committee continued its in- ant,
Ixbby
fix with Miss Warrington.
'I've got
.this place
south
of
mlle3
how many or who left the steamer at
two
Last night's dispatches attributing the track below Rancheria.
lage
TWO KILLED ON TRAIN
A troop train will also bring up the the several stops aloug the coast hb quiry.
to go away from here' I told her,
here.
and
Thaw
Though
wag
brought
the announcement by Minister Urritia
Adjourned at 12:58 p. m. until noon
Salt Lake City, Aug. 19.- - While he had
admitted hla lentity
'things are getting too hot for me.
already
of an ultimatum by Huerta stirred of- rear of the trains. The provision does not remember.
Friday.
eastbund train No. 2 of the Salt Lake to Sheriff Kelsea, he at first denied
trains will carry more than 200,000
We'd better disconnect.'
Examination of the hospital list
ficial circles here deeply.
Democrats caucus on currency bill.
was speeding across the desert that ha was the man who
route
worth
leave
I
to
told
of
when
me
want
pesos
didn't
goods
"She
were
go.
they
taken added
where 11 survivors
escaped
Secretary Bryan, an early riser, read
AJ1 of this
fu- early today, John Bertallo whipped out from Matteawan.
Juarez.
in
is
insured
a
I
to
I
had
that
had
her
of
that
to
the
two
names
hurried
list
He said, however,
passengers
and
the morning newspapers
TWENTY-ONSENTENCED
Inture, a family and a business to pro- a revolver and emptied it at his two that he would fight any effort to ex
saved,
down to his office wheer he found the Lloyd's against revolution losses.
they are Aivin Vinnedge of
Minot, N. D- - Aug. 19. Twenty-on- e
in
are
cluded
trains
these
O'-- ,
Passengers, in a panic, tradite him and .retained
Belle
tect and that I was going to Los An- companions.
provision
Mrs.
Seattle
and
Vinnedge
Attorney
reassuring cable from Charge
a number of refrigerator cars of Amer- Drake, Society editor of the .es defendants, including former Mayor geles for a while and give public opin- fled Into the other coaches. .When the Shirtliff of this
to
went
the
then
and
place to look after
and Street CommisShaugnessy
Arthur
Leseuer
ican meats.
train crew entered,, they found George his interests. Shirtliff had a long
Moines, la., Capital, sister of Alvin sioner Dewey Dorman, arrested dur- ion a chance to die down.
White House to confer with President
will Vinnedge.
One
mail
of
thousand
sacks
Loehner and Gerro Florado lying in conference with his client before he
me
she
called
"A
up
later
few
the
message
days
Wilson. While there
ing the recent riotings, resulting from
be
from
the
across
taken
river
the
the
in
In
town. the aisle, the former mortally wound- was arraigned at. Sherbrooke this afThe 11 passengers treated
came, from Mr. Lind, telling of the
street meetings conducted by the In- and asked me why I was still
to
south.
office
is
Paso
El
transfer
go
ed. Bertallo was put in the Millard ternoon. Thaw will probably be takea
some
R.
I
had
I
that
suffering
told
are
buildings
H.
her
Andrews,
hcspital
conference with Huerta.
dustrial, Workers of tne World, late
Colonel from shock and
Francisco
General
Castro,
Alvan
Were
that
there
in
jail at Delta, Utah. The two from Sherbrooke to MontreaL
county
and
construction
exposure;
last night were found guilty of blockCharge O'Shaughnessy's dispatch, Juan N.
comother
the
and
bruismen were brought here,
I
wounded
had
with
Vasquez
them
details in connection
n
Vinnedge, Seattle, severely
backed up by Mr. Llnd's served to disHector Verret, king's counsel of
ing the streets. Leseuer and
in Juraz, held
manders
the
of
troops
Des
to.
Moines,
to
Belle
disMrs.
Drake,
look
news
,' ,
ed;
were
is acting for Sheriff Kelsea,
firmed $25 and costs and the
Coaticook,
pel the impression the first
a conference this morning for more bruised; Lawrence Ferris, New York,
"About a week before we went to
others were sentenced to ten days at
actual complainant In the
who
the
is
RESULTS
patches had created, and the official than two hours
TENNIS
regarding the plan knee badly bruised; Hans Johansen, hard
Tiews switched around to a general
labor and drew fines of $20 and Reno, Diepenbrock, my landlord, told
19. At the re- case. Kelsea charged that Thaw is a
R.
Aug.
I.,
Newport,
for
train
and
the
movement,
troop
me that the Janitor of the building
third engineer, head cut; Pilot MeGil-livra- costs.
fcelief that while the situation was a
sumption of the elimination matches fugitive from Justice and demanded
the course to be pursued In the event
and the policeman on the beat had
rib broken and body bruised;
delicate one, there was hope of some of an
in the tournament for the national that he be held for the United States
rebels.
from
the
attack
conhad complained to him about my takGeorge O'Dell, Kansas, head cut; Mrs.
SULZER BALKS AGAIN
satisfactory conclusion so long as
tennis singles championship today. authorities.
office. The same week
Peter Olsen, Tacoma, shock and exferences were continuing betwasn
Albany, N. Y., Aug. 19. That Gov- ing girla to my
The'
immediately after
Clarence 'J. Griffin decided that in
police
Strife Active in Sinaloa
posure, not expected to live; Peter Ol ernor William Sulzer will decline to I took an auto ride with Miss War- view of the strenuous doubles match Thaw's arrival here about 6 o'clock
Huerta and Lind.
road.
Senators Lodge and Stone were
HermosUlo, Sonora, Aug. 19. The sen, Tacoma, shock and exposure; C. abide by the opinion of Attorney Gen-er- rington on the Upper Stockton
Dean Mathey this morning sent a message to Superus tomorrow a match with
behind
machine
We
another
saw
Lieutenant
shown the following cablegram to constitutionalists of the state of Sin- D. Shaw, Sydney, Australia, head cut;
Carmody, declaring
too
much of an intendent Kelb of the Matteawan hosprove
wpuld
today
O- aloa
have begun an active campaign Mrs. M. J. Tracy, shock and exposure. Governor Martin M. Glynn to be act- and I told her it Was my father with exertion, so he defaulted.
Secretary Bryan from Charge
pital, notifying him of the arrest and
reThe State of California is a total ing governor of the state and will an officer of the juvenile court. We
according to official statements here
'Shaughnessy dated last night and
His team mate, John P. Straohan, giving a description of the prisoner.
some
"miles
hour
an
for
ceived at 4 a. m. today:
today and already have driven the loss with everything aboard, cargo, seek court decision to test the legal- traveled 50
arrived at the opposite decision, and The superintendent
replied asking
"The correspondents have cabled Huerta forces from Topolobampo and mail and express and personal effects ity of his impeachment by the assem minutes and left them.
E. Kennedy in that thi man be held. Thaw's comA.
over
his
victory
"My father was in town then, and I
that the Mexican government has stat- have captured Mocosito. The advance of the passengers. Those who surviv- bly, was the general opinion express
was the first panions were not put in Jail, but apstraight sets,
ed that Its note to Lind demands that of the insurgents from Sinaloa and ed esepped only with the clothes they ed in official circles today. Both Mr. knew he was looking for me. I be- match to be recorded in the day's play.
peared to be under surveillance, prehad on when the steamer struck. Many Sulzer and his counsel declined to lieved what I told the girl. She said:
the United States recognize the Huer- Culiacan also was reported.
fierce smashing of Strachan decid- sumably in custody of their counsel.
The
'Believe me, you're not going away
discuss the attorney general's
ta government before 12 o'clock midGeneral Obregon announced that he were in their night robes.
ed the contest.
and leave me here.'
night today, or a statement practically would leave immediately for the front.
"
'
'Do
JOHN A. PACE DEAD
,
just as you please,' I said.
to that effect.
'
.Will be Deported
"';
A.
'I'm going, and I'm going alone. I've BALL PLAYERS TO INVADE JAPAN
VETERANS UNITE
Clayton, N. M., Aug. 19.-J"I brought the matter to the ursrent
Trevino Called Home
39
I've
a
here.
The
too
Wash.;'
of
19.
week
the
One
of
foreign-affairgot
family
good
Pace, prominent poung attorney
Army
got
Aug.
attention of the minister of
Seattle,
Denver, Aug.
Ottawa, Ont., Aug. 19. The
o
Los Angeles, Aug. 19. General
this city, died here this morning fol- Philippines and the American Veterans to think of them. I've got lots before from today has been fixed as the date
at 10 p. m. He Immediately
immigration authorities declared
Trevino, one of Mexico's fore- lowing two days Illness from ptomaine of Foreign Service today adopted sep- me In this town, and I want this to for the departure of the University of t lis afternoon ;that Harry K. Thaw
paw the president and the minister
of gohernacion, Senor. Urritia who Is most soldiers who came to IjOS An- poisoning. Leaves wife and two chil- arate resolutions to merge in a new blow over. '
Washington haseball team on its trip would be deported from Canada unties-thto
Soshe'd
16
known
"Marsha
weeks
a
go,
to
said
visit
Mrs.
on
as
ago,
the
several
his
got
to Japan. Final arrangements for the
wife
a
no,
to
is
of
out
state
sister
the
have
dren,
geles
given
organization
supposed
immigration regulations.
The rule under which this ectknj
ment, and he authorized me to deny has been summoned to the City of Sneed, prominent in recent Fort ciety of the Army of the Philippines, too, and Miss Norria with her. Miss long journey are now being perfected.
this statement to my government as Mexico by Provlscional 'President Worth trial.
Cuba and Porto Rico. The organiza- Norris never would have gone to Reno Ten players, a manager, coach and will be taken provided that any perPace was prominent In democrat! a tion is open to all who served In for- If Miss Warrington had not insisted Interpreter,' will make up the party. son who, within a few years of his
not having any foundation In fact."
Huerta accoring to . statements pubWhile in the Orient the team will en- Incarceration In a penitentiary or in
The senators were also shown a dis- lished here today and now is on the political circles and had refused a eign territory, Including China, dur- on it from the first."
of
continued
of
the
the
war
on
Mexican
which
in
"I
1911
he
John
state
machine,"
to
in
got
from
way
the
ane asylum, enters Canuhi. rosy M
Lind,
ticket
by
Spanish
period
gage in contests with the leading .lapcapital
the
place
the
way
patch
ing
election.
sent buck as undesirable.
said: "Spent two hour3 with Huerta Monterey, his old home
Diggs, "and rode around in it all day, janese college nines.
and the Philippine insurrection.
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a day for residents of less than' forth to hang over it like a pall. Perthree years. The newly arrived will sons who have discussed all possible
receive 23 cents a day when they en-- i effects of the decision predict that
list. Board, lodging asd transporta- unless it Is reversed by a higher
tion are to be furnished free by the court or New York finds some other
TRANS
government in all cases. The "ho- means of prohibiting "smoke nuiboes," it was noted did not seem to sances," the city will become one of
This road will be of more benefit be enthusiastic for the proposed
A letter to Colonel R. E. Twitche!!,
However, hope
perpetual seml-gloois expressed that the evil may be
It
to
and
Good
Mexico
New
passes
village
every city
president of the
averted.
Roads Association, from ,E. C. Sperry, through than two or three railroads.
"Tom" and "Jerry." New , York s
chairman of the county road board It is a well known fact that the autoof Colfax county, brings to mind with mobile tourists always leave money two most famous street car horses, as
Constipation is the starting point
well as the oldest, which have been for many serious diseases. To be healmore than usual force the need for In the town whereas the railroad
regupass us without leaving a cent. hauling street cars In the lower part thy keep the bowels active andaccumunited effort to keep New Mexico inlar. HERBINE will remove all
l
If we can get our people awake to the of the city for 20 years, are to be
cluded lu the route of the
ulations in the bowels and put the sysfact that each huundred cars that pass pensioned off. From September 1 on tem in prime condition.
Price 50c.
highway.
New Mexico has the best road through a town and stop over night as long as they live they are going Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
to live in a pasture by day and in
through this section of the route will leave on an average of one thousthere is no doubt about, that. But If and dollars in that town, then they fine comfortable stalls by night, ana WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC CENTER
will have nothing to do but medRome, Aug. 19. Driven from Engpeople are not informed of that fact may begin to see where we may 5e they
land, France and other countries of
and kept Informed or it for years to great losers if we do not secure this itate upon the days that are gone.
These two horses were the subject Europe by( rigorous police administracome, traffic will be diverted to the trail.
of a resolution adopted by the East tion, white slave dealers have found
In
an
article
thhe
In
own
pertheir
today
reading
routes
other
through
Side business men and property own- their
way to the new Italian colony
sistent advertising, and, it must be ad- Denver Times I noted that on account
ers' committee. This organization for of Tripoli, where the infamous traffic
so
from
of
roads
the
very rough
being
mitted, through the misrepresentahas been advocating the doing Is attaining hideous proportions. A
tions sometimes made In their favor. Denver to Salt Lake City the tourlstss years
horse cars on Delancy street man known to the police as one of
of
away
I
This letter sets these facts forth as do not favor that road. Therefore,
its' last meeting a letter was
at
and
to
us
time
for
the most notorious white slave trafis
It
the
think
proper
follows:
received from the New York Railways fickers in Turin, where a number of
In
In
1913.
roads
our
repair
temporary
N.
put
12,
Mex., August
Raton,
his
order to be able to get the first tour- company Btatlng that after September houses have flourished under
Col. R. E. Twitchell,
1 there would be no more horse cars
esa
set.
come
to
California
who
blg"branch
ists
up
management,
through
Pres. of Good Roads Organization
In that street. So pleasing was the tablishment in
His victims
Tripoli.
by In good shape.
Laa Vegas, N. Mex.,
news to the committee that its presi- were
The main point In our favor Is that
procured in all parts of Europe,
Dear Eir:
dent offered a resolution to the efand Egypt. The authorities
over
three
be
will
our
road
I
am
in
Gate
Algiers
the
as
passable
Being situated
fect that the two oldest horses on the
on
in
he
while
the
the
track of the organization
hundred
got
days
year,
New
of
the
State
of
Mexico,
just
City
line become the guests of the coma young French woman who
through
9 miles form the Colorado line, I keep In northern route can only be traveled
mittee until they should die In peace.
touch with all movements In CoU' from June 1 to the latter part of Aug- More than 100 business men who at- escaped from his clutches. As a result of her revelations six of the prinrado very closely, and desiring aa I do ust.
tended the meeting enthusiastically
on
Santa
Trail
the
Fe
We
have
of
In
cipals of this white slave trust have
the states
and as every one else
voted "aye" on the proposal.
been arrested in Tripoli, and two oth
New Mexico and Arizona should, that most of the distance, Harvey eating
ers In Turin.
we have the National Highway, which houses, where the tourists who stop
The belief that New York Is a city
over
can
know
what
kind
of
service
1915
in
thousands
will be traveled
by
of
Indifference, in which
Ills of Women
of automobiles, and knowing thhat the they are going to get. We have old a man in need Is
likely to find the
Many women suffer miserably from
Indianapolis people, who came to Den- historical points of interest all along cold shoulder turned his way as soon
chronic constipation, causing nervous
ver enroute to the coast by way of the way and the traveler is at all aa. his plea for assistance
Is ness, dizziness and' sallow complexion.
begins,
times
very close to the railroad. Our
Salt Lake City found the roads almost
apparently unfounded. The fact that They will find that Chamberlain's
impassable and were very much dis- scenery is equal to any that they will it is untrue was proven In a novel Tablets invariably bring relief. These
find at any place..
tablets are easy to take asd pleasant
which incidental
gusted, to think they were piloted over
""nner this
in effect. For sale by all dealers.
In taking into consideration all of cost a man week,
this rough piece of country, I think it
named Robins $110. So
Adv.
these
facts
with
a
work
us
we
little
behooves each and every one of
pertain was he that New Yorkers are
that is at all interested in the up should be able to pull the biggest part not prone to extend the helping hand
HOTEL MEN AT DULUTH
or the travel over the Old Trails route
that he bet this sum with two young
building of these states to work, for
Duluth,
Minn., Aug. 19. Nearly 300
to California.
ihis road with all their mighty
curb brokers that they could not,
of hotels in Nebraska,
proprietors
I
would be very much pleased to
We mdoubtedly have the best natsimply by telling a hard luck story, Iowa, Minnesota and the Dakotas,
from
hear
in
'
to
you
how the borrow $1,000 inside of 12 hours anyure road,, we have the best accomodaregard
many of whom aie accompanied by
tions for the travelers and everything work, is moving along and see if we where between his' restaurant and a their ladies, have arrived here to at
cannot
'get together In one concerted beach resort on Long Island. They
is in our favor, if we would just wake
tend the three days session of the
to repair our roads at once took him up. Then they pained' him
up to the fact, and each county do movement
Northwestern Hotel Men's associa"
their part iilnng the route and push it Any suggestions you can offer as to with a swift exhibition of the possi tion, which opened here today. After
along with all possible speed. If the how we can push this work along fast bilities right in his own restaurant, the convention those in attendance
Robins saw his head lunchman af- will take boat trips on the great lakes,
money is not available let them get will be very thankfully received.
We are out for good roads and we fably stand a "touch" for $15, and the some
some good philanthropist to lend It
going to Buffalo, some to
to them for a year or two and let us want them quick. We in Colfax coun- next minute the two had "nailed" the
have the road at once.
ty are going to vote bonds If necessary head bartender foe $10. The next
Ml we need to do to get this road to complete our main highway, tho move of the young brokers was to go YOU who
require the best and purest
1. one united pull, a long pull, a strorfg
to the cab stand they regularly pat- medicine see that you t;et Foley's Hon
Santa Fe Trail in particular.
ronize. They not only got a taxi on ey and Tar Compound in preference
Yours truly,
pull and a pull all together and the
credit but "shook down" the starter to any other for coughs, colds, asthma
E. C. SPERRY,
National Highway from New York to
tickling throat and lung
Chairman of County Road Board., for $10. Next was the invasion of hoarsness,
Pr!i Francisco will be ours.
troubles. It is a strictly high grade
Brooklyn.
Restaurants, cafes, barber family medici. and only approved
and even a bootblack stand drugs of first cffalityiars usefl In Jts
shops
are to be enlisted' for an "in- where
they were known shed a show- manufacture. It gives 'the best resultsTfl MIRK cruits
dustrial army of the unemployed," er of
O. G. Schaefand contains ,no
money upon them. By the time er and Red Crossopiates.
Drug Store. Adv.
which the bill authorizes the secre- the two had reached the beach
they
tary to organize. It provides that re- had collected $900. At the latter
GOVERNMENT
COMMISSARY MANAGERS MEET
to
same
enlist be the
cruiting agents
place they easily rounded out the
St. Louis, Aug. 19. The National
as those of recruiting officers of the thousand three hours before the time
PROJECTS
Commissary
Managers' association
The
of
the
army.
regular
president
limit expired
met at the Planters' hotel in this city
United States is to bo the commander
That New York is in danger of be- today for its fourth annual conven
OF in chief of the industrial army and
FOR ENLISTMENT
SCHEME
tion.
The members of the associato
the
of
have
labor
the
secretary
FEDON
UNEMPLOYED FOR USE
coming a second Pittsburgh so far as tion are
the managers and buyers of
ERAL JOu3 NOT PLEASING TO same powers and duties as these of density of smokeiness of the atmosstores
maintained by mining
large
of
war.
who
men
Idle
the
now
secretary
RESTFUL ONES
phere is concerned is the fear
eannot get work are to be eliglbile expressed here, and for once this city and lumbering companies and other
New York, Aug. 19. The organiza- for service in the arm, when they has found a field in which she is not corporations, mostly in the south and
tion of a federally recruited and su- are able bodied and are over 16 years anxious to surpass her rival. The southwest. T. R. Crumpler of Davy,
W. Va., is presiding over the sessions,
pervised "hobo" industrial army is of age, and when enrolled will be reason for this fear Is round in a dewhich will continue until Thursday.
pfan
a
cision
the novel
transported free of charge to where
proposed here at
just handed down holding that
100
foris
code
section
of
the
to
of
done.
there
the
be
work
attended
the,.
about
sanitary
government
by
meeting
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
perennially unemployed. A bill pro- The pay is to be $2 per day for eight bidding smoke nuisances is unconstiTake
such
is
of
much
There
for
hours
residents
all
tutional.
who
the
have
for
been
speculation Tablets.LAXATIVE BROMO Oulninf
organization
viding
refund money if
an army was read. Among other of the country for five years and as to what the city will look like if it falls to Druggists
cure. R W. Grove's signadiover; $1.50 for residents of lesa than it cannot legally prevent dense smoke ture is on each box. 25c. Adv.
things it proposes that under the
rection of the secretary of labor re five years and over three years, and from thousands of chimneys belching
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Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
Enclosed find 2c stamp for postage on trial tin of Instant

'I

Pnchim

Name

I

IB

.

Address
Grocer's Name.

m

1

Fjf If You Are a Coffee Drinker
'siran id suffer as manv coffee drinkers do from indices- -

tion. heart flutter, nervousness or sleeDiessness. fill nut
the above and enclose with 2c stamp (for postage)
and we will promptly mail you free a
trial tin of
5-c-

up

las taut Postum
Thousands of former coffee drinkers now use this new
and have
k
back their old-tipleasure and comfort
Instant Postum tastes much like
e
Java, but is warranted pure and
food-drin-

high-grad-

Absolutely Free from Caffeine
Regular size tins) 30 cents and 50 cents, at Grocers everywhere.
Send now for sample. Trial tells
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Good desirable Summer merchandise at extremely low prices to close out this lines.
Sale for cash only.
,

Jap and Tub Silk

$1.50 to $6,50 House Dresses for
$1.00

Waists
One lot of women's Jap and Tub
Silk Waists in several styles, some,

One lot of house dresses including a good variety of styles,
all sizes and all good, desirable garments, worth regularly
$1.00
from $1.50 to $6.50, special for the August Sale, each

with wide sailor collars, others
with negligee collars, worth $1.75
to $4.00 each, special for this sale,
each
$1.35

$6,50 to $19.50 Wash Suits for
$4.85

18c Embroideries

5c

One lot of wdmen's Wash Suits in eluding a nice variety
of styles and sizes in Linen, Llnenne and Rep, worth from
$6.50 to $19.50 each, all desirable colors, special for this
.$4.85
sale, each

embroideries, both
edges and insertions, one to 5 inches wide, worth from 71 to 18c
special for this sale, per yard.., 5c
One lot of

WOMEN'S LINGERIE WAISTS
$1.75 Waists for 88c

$1.25 Waists for 65c

One lot of women Lingerie Waists, a'l this season's
styles, including both high and long necks, long and short
sleeves, worth $1.75 each, special for this sale

Our entire line of women's Lingerie Waists and women's
and children's Middy Blouses, worth $1.25 each, a large
variety of styles, special, each
65tt

88c

.
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pctc; horse races, foot races, etc.; a
a snort lecture
by Prof. O. H. Leach, formerly professor at Amherst Agrieulturar college, on "Dairying and Points of the
Dairy Cow." There will also be dancing in the afternoon and evening at
our new pavilion, which is now in
ocess of construction.

BE stock exhibition ana
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COLONEL R. E. TWITCHELL TO
ADDRESS GATHERING ON GOOD
ROADS AND INTERESTING PROGRAM WILL BE IN ORDER

According to a letter from K, W.
Edwards of Fort Sumner, that community is going to hold the largest
celebration of its life on September
10, Melon Day. This is an annual
which is attracting a good deal
of attention to the Fort Sumner district.
One of the addresses of the day is
to be made by Colonel R. E. Twitchell,
president of the State Good Roads association, on "Good Roads," which is
peculiarly appropriate to that day as
that Is Good Roads day.
The letter, in part, Is as follows:
The committee has arranged what
it considers to be a very attractive
program for the tenth and it is hoped
that those who attend will agree with
with us. The Santa Fe has promised
the customary excursion rates from
Vaughn on the west and Portales on
the east, and all intermediate points
to and from Fort Sumner. A special
train will likely be secured to start
from Portales. Full page posters will
be placed in all of the nearby towns
and every effort will be made to give
Melon day the greatest .publicity posfas-tiv-

edo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for constip
ation. Adv.
HOST TO TWENTY THOUSAND

Versailles, Ky., Aug. 19 Every man
woman and child on Johnson N. Camden's 4,000-acrestate in Woodford
county, not far frcm here, Is busy today with the preparations for tomorrow, when the millionaire owner of
the estate expects to be host to an
army of probably 20,000 Kentucky
sible.
farmers and their wives. The invitaAmong the many features planned tion was extended to all farmers and
for Melon day will be a bronco bust- farmers'
WILL FIGHT BOOTLEGGERS
wives of Kentucky, but it is
Columbus, O., Aug. 19. One of the ing contest, in which some of the believed that not more than 20,000
most important matters to he dis- best riders in New Mexico will com- - will
accept Mr. Camden's hospitality.
cussed and voted on by the annual
meeting of the Ohio Liquor league
which opened a two days session here
CAPITAL PAID IN
today, will be the resolution proposed
by State President William Seckel of
$100,000.00
Cleveland, to levy a monthly per cap
25
tax
of
ita
cents from all retailers
for the purpose of maintaining a buTi t YOr a I
reau to ferret out illegal traffickers
in liquor.
It is believed that the
strict enorcement of the new state
J. M. Cunningham, President.
liquor license law will force a number
PVank Springer.
of retailers out of business and Incidentally prove an incentive for some
to. engage in bootlegging or the mainL.
tenance of
The resolution referred to was suggested with a
Psvid
view, of suppressing this Illegal traffic.
e
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GEORGIA FRUIT GROWERS MEET
Clayton, Ga., Aug. 19. The annual
summer session of the Georgia State
Horticultural unMntn iraa
fnrmoHu
"
' j
owvicij
opened here by President Berchmans
or Augusta, in the presence or a large
gathering of fruit and nut growers
from nearly all sections of the state.
Clayton, being in the heart of the
Georgia apple belt, the general discussions will mainly deal with the
general subject of apple varieties,
planting, culture,
seeding, grafting,
Many noted
budding and marketing.

authorities

on

apple

culture

are

among those attending the meeting
and will address the members of the
society upon the subjects under

GO - CARTS

deliver informal addresses.

$100 REWARD $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease requires a
constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure s- - taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of testi
monials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Tol

speak-easie-

mm

To feed the viistors there will bo
plenty of burgoo and barbecued beef,
mutton and chickens, together with
the trimmings as customary among
southern farmers. The gathering will
also have a practical object. Agricultural conditions and suggestions for
the bettermen of the farms will be
discussed by several noted authorities
on farming who have consented to'

Confidence Well Founded
The implicit confidence that many
people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Kemedy Is
founded on their experience in the
use of that remedy and their knowledge of the many remarkable cures
of colic, diarrhoea and dystentery that
it has effected. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

KENTUCKY ELKS HOLDi REUNION
Covington, Ky., Aug. 19. This city
is gaily decorated in honor of the
thousands of Kentucky Elk's and their
ladies who are gathered here for their
annual state reunion. An interesting

program has been arranged for the
three days of the reunion and there
will be something doing every minute.
This morning was devoted to the
registration of the visiting Elks and
their ladies at the Elks' home on
West Fifth street. In the afternoon
the reunion was formally opened and
the keys of the city were presented
to the visitors by Brother George E.
Philipps, mayor of Covington. For the
evening a ritualistic contest for the
prize degree banner is on the pro- gram, together with a band concert
on the grounds of the Elks home.
Business meeting will be held tomor.
row and Thursday morning, while the
afternoons and evenings will be devoted to "pleasure.

SURPLUS
$50,000.00
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VEGAS

On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30,000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm, G. HAYDON
H. W. KELLY
D

Vice

T. HOSKINS

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
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President
Treasurer
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FREEDOM III BURMA MEDICAL

Liwos of Old Folia

HEIR TO

No

and Misery Result From
Clogged Bowels In Hot Weather

Sickness

BE BROKEN

People r Ivjncir.

n

Jig

years sh ''i'd

t: filth dur'ug
tti- -i
be very curetul
WOOD DEALER'S
KAUSCHW1TZ
as
has a vv,y
month::
hot
the
QUEER IDEA OF DONATING ESeffect rn
worUiiiiur;
,!.J
TATE TO GERMAN RULER MAY enervatUj
them.
One has only to look, at the
BE OPPOSED BY WIDOW.
daily list of fataKMs o e'.derly people
i--

iut

reported by the papers to realize that
Berlin, Aug. 19. Emperor William j these are the hardest months for them
his
a
fight
will not receive without
to overcome.
inheritance of $700,000 from Hermann
The easily digested foods should be
of
Knorr, the patriotic wood dealer
eaten, and then only sparingly, and
beKauschwitz, whose decease after
alcoholic beverages and Iced things
queathing to his majesty practically should be avoided as much as possilast
his entire estate, was reported
ble. Exercise should be taken daily
week.
in the shade. Most important of all
The widow," who asserts that much in
the maintenance of health and vigof Knorr's wealth was due to sucat
or
this time is to avoid constipation,
cessful real estate speculations finanwith
its
accompanying headaches and
to
him
ced fcy the money she brought
This is accomplishblood
congestion.
as her dowry, will contest the will,
of a gentle laxuse
the
ed
timely
by
which - assigns to her merely the
like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
ative
an
and
amount of the original dowry
It is the ideal laxative for elderly peoannuity of $200. All the rest of the
as it is. mild, tastes pleasant and
estate goes to the emperor, "to be ple,
not gripe. Best of all, it contains
does
and
used In strengthening the army
valuable tonic properties that build up
navy."
the system.
First estimates gave the value of and strengthen should avoid stron:;
people
Elderly
amount
the
the eafate at only $250,000,
purgatives, salts,
at which Knorr had been assessed for physics, cathartics, are a shock to the
as they
and
pills,
showed
taxes, but later Investigation
In the opinion of reliable
a far larger amount had been cov- system.
ered up, to ttie Incidental profit of
his royal residuary legatee. The wi- Emden to establish a settlement on
dow, who after 19 years of untroubled the west coast of Africa. Emden had
married life, finds the povisions of at that time one of the best humors
the will exceptionally hard, will be on the North Sea, and the elector deassisted in her fight by ten near and cided to make It the home port of his
who colonial venture, as well as of his
needy relatives of her husband,
enthuthat
with
seem
filled
do not
modest little navy.
siasm for Germany's armaments, of
The undertaking, however.fi did not
which representatives of the govern- prosper, and in 1717 Frederick Wilment and the patriotic parties made liam I, the father of Frederick the
so much In the recent debates In the Great, sold the colony to the Dutch
Keichstag on the military bills.
East India company of Amsterdam. It
It will be interesting in' this con- finally fell into the hands of England
nection to note whether the authori- through the Ashantee war, about 40
ties will revise, In this case, the deci- years ago.
sion handed down a few months ago
Retired Officers Puzzle
not
In the case of a legacy to the city
Although Emperor William is
There a testator now retiring so many officers, in orof Charlottenburg.
made the city his sole heir to a con- der to put younger men in control of
siderable property. In the course of army as he did some years ago, the
the usual advertising for heirs pre- problem of finding suitable positions
scribed as a condition precedent to for the retired men is still a pressing
the settlement of a deceednt's estate, one.
some distant cous.ins made their existHetirements usually occur when the
ence known. All were needy. The officers are still In their best years
provincial government refused to con- and still able to give 20 or 30 years
sent to the city accepting the legacy of their lives to civil callings. The
on the ground that the testator's rela- new minister of war has sent out a
tives must be provided for.
circular to the chambers of commerce
Emden Gets Cannon
of Germany, asking their
Emperor William has just presented in getting positions for the retired
to the city of Emden two old rusted officers. He claims for them special
cannon, which recall an almost for- fitness for positions of trust and pergotten chapter of Germany's colonial sonal responsibility, and wherever
history and show that Germany was ability to manage men, rather than
seeking its "place in the sun," so far commercial talent, is required.
as African colonies are concerned, ovExpressions on the subject by comer two centuries before Agadir.
mercial authorities indicate considerThe cannon were found on the site able doubt, in a general way, as to the
ot an old fort, Gross Friedrichsburg,
fitness of the officers for positions in
on the Gold Coast of Africa, which commercial and industrial undertakwas built there by the great elector
ings. It is felt that most of them are
ir. 1683.
His ambition was to make
too old to adapt themselves to the
Brandenburg the nucleus of the future untried circumstances of business life;
kingdom of Prussia, a rival of Eng- while the feeling of superiority, cherland and Spain as a colonizing power, ished so
fondly by many army officers,
and he sent out an expedition from will make it difficult for them to work
on a basis of fellowship with men
trained entirely along civil lines.
"Is Cook a Swindler?" t
Dr. Frederick A. Cook's claim to
the discovery ot the North Pole is still
of sufficient Importance to enlist the
FOUND
consideration of scientific men in Germany. One of these is Professor Otto
Would not give Lydia E.Pink-bam'- s Baschin, custodian of they Geographic
University,
of the Berlin
Vegetable Compound Institute
who, in an article headed "Is Cook a
for All Rest of Medicine
Swindler?" considers, the Peary-Cooin tho World.
controversy at considerable length
and concludes that the evidence for
Ut!?n, Oh in: "I sufff-reeverything Cook's truthfulness is very strong.
fivm a f.i; ia:e wroznoss attor babv
The question of observations based
camo. I hud numb
attitude as a method of
jpoDs and was dizzy, upon the sun's
had black frets be- determining whether one has reachel
fore my eyes, ni;v the pole is summarily dismissed by
back ached and 1 Professor Baschin as quite unreliable.
was so weak I could
The Insufficiency of such observations,
hardly stand up. My he
says, was set forth soon after the
was
face
yellow,
Peary-Coodispute arose by Dr. A,
even my fingernails
were colorless and I Wedemeyer of the German Imperial
had displacement. I marine department, an experien : id
s
took Lydia E.
astronomer and navigator, who deVegetable clared that the explorer' diaries, so
Compound and now I am stout, well and
as observations of the sun's altihealthy. I can do all my own work and far
can walk to town and back and not get tude were concerned, could have no
tired. I would not give your Vegetable probative
alue. Other authorities
Compound for all the rest of the medi- have since confirmed this declaration,
cines in the world. I tried doctor's medProfessor Basiihln and, this beicines and they did me no good." Mrs. says
as to who had
Mary Earlewine, R.F.D. No.3, Utica, ing so, the questoin
became
th'i
primarily one
reached
pole
Ohio.
which- - Peary, with
in
of
credulity,
Another ase.
of successful and honorable exNebo, 111. "I was bothered for ten years
years with female troubles and the doc- ploration to hjis account, naturally
tors did not help me. I was so weak and came off the better.
nervous that I could not do my work
Professor Baschin continues: "One
and every month I had to spend a few must
separate this question (whether
days in bed. I read so many letters about
Cook reached the pole) from the secE.
Lydia
Pinkham's Vegetable Comeven if he can-nipound curing female troubles that I got ond, whether Cook,
a bottle of it. It did me more good than
prove his presence at the pole,
anything else I ever took and now it has did not attain far toward the pole and
cured me. I feel better than I have tread hitherto unknown portions' of
for years and tell everybody what the
that part of the arctic regions. Thee
Compound has done for me. I believe I
of his expedition are not afwould not be living
y
but for lesults
that." Mrs. Hettie Greenstkeet, fected by the strife over the pole, snddeserve at least consideration, wheieNebo, Illinois.
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HEALTH

k

remarkable trait of the
London.
Burmese character is their unwillingness to Interfere In other people's

V

v.

v
.

..

people like Mrs. C. J. Nichols, 2010
Emerson St., Berkeley, Cal., who esteems it a benefit to mankind, and Ida
C. Milchsack, 210 N. Law St., Allen-towPa., who declares that her stomach and bowels are now in perfect
working order, Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin is the right remedy to use. it
can be obtained of any druggist at fifty cents or one dollar a bottle. The
latter size is bought steadily by those
who already know its value.
Families wishing to try a free sample
bottle can obtain It, postpaid, by addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 418 Wash-iijgtoSt., Monticello,.Ill.

as they are fully ignored by tha Peary
adherents. Little by little, however,
the number of those who believe that
Cook reached the pole is growing."
THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
Says: "It is a wise precaution
against getting holes in delicate hosie
ry to powder the shtjes before putting
them on." Many people sprinkle the
famous
antiseptic powder, Allen's
Foot-EasInto the shoes, and find
that it saves jts cost ten times over
in keeping holes from hosiery as well
as lessening friction nnd consequent
smarting and aching of the feet.
The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bag
dad. Ky., had a bad case of kidney

trouble and they feared her health
was permanently Impaired. Mr. Mitch
ell says, "She was in terrible shape
but I got her to take Foley Kidney
Pills and now she Is completely cur
ed." Women are more liable to have
kidney trouble than men and will find
Foley Kidney Pills a safe dependable
and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
SECOND

TRIAL

FOR

DR.

ill

k

wit

Pink-ham'-

affairs. Whether it arises from their
e
or no, I cannot
religion of
say, but it is in full keeping with It.
Every man's acts and thoughts are his
own affair, think the Burmans; each
man is free to go his own way, to
think his own thoughts, to act his own
acts, as long as he does not too much
Each man Is
annoy his neighbors.
responsible for himself and for himself alone, and there is no need for
him to try and be' guardian also to his
fellows. And so the Burman likes to
go his own way, to be a free man
within certain limits; and the freedom
that he demands for himself he will
extend also to his neighbors. He has
a very great arid wide tolerance toward all his neighbors, not thinking it
necessary to disapprove of his neighbors' acts because they may not be
the same as his own, never thinking
it necessary to Interfere with his
neighbors as long a3 the laws are
not broken.
Our idea that what habits are different to our habits must be wrong,
and being wrong require correction at
our hands, is very far from his
thoughts. He never desires to interfere with anyone. Certain as he is
that his own ideas are best, he is contented with that knowledge, and is not
ceaselessly desirous of proving it
upon other people.
And so a foreigner may go and live
In a Burman village, may settle down
there and live his own life and follow
his own customs in perfect freedoms
may dress and eat and drink and pray
and die as he likes. No one will Interfere. No one will try and correct
him; no one will be forever insisting
to him that he is an outcast, either
from civilization of from religion. The
people will accept him for what he
is and leave the matter there. If he
likes to change his ways and conform
to Burmese habits and Buddhist forms,
self-cultur-
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SMITH

Aug. 19. Tomorrow
Springfield,
will begin the work of drawing a venire for jurymen for the second trial
of Dr. Arthur B. Smith, the Springfield physician who Is charged with
poisoning his wife. Dr. Smith has
been confined In jail here since last
November, when he was arrested on
a charge of first degree murder. Mrs.
Florence Cavileer Smith, his alleged
victim, died suddenly March 18, 1912.
Though her death caused considerable
comment, for she was said to have
been, In excellent health, no suspicion was aroused until Dr. Smith, on
October 1, married Miss Mabel Merchant at her former home in Newton
Highlands, Mass. Miss Merchant was
for several years a nurse In the
Springfield hospital, and she was called In many cases by Dr. Smith. A
Ifew weeks after the marriage the
county officials ordered an examination intt) the cause of the death of the
first Mrs. fSmith. The body was exhumed and as a result of the medical
examination Dr. Smith was indicted
for the murder of his wife. His first
trial took place last spring and resulted in a disagreement of the jury.
The second trial is scheduled to begin early next month.
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Typical Burmese Architecture.
so much the better; but if not, never

mind.

It Is, I think, a great deal owing to
this habit of mind that the manners
of the Burmese are usually so good,
children in civilization as they are.
s
There Is among them no rude
and no desire to in any way
circumscribe your freedom by either
remark or act. Surely of all things
that cause trouble nothing is so common among us as the interference
with each other's ways, as the needless giving of advice. It seems to each
of us that we are responsible not only
for ourselves, but also for every one
else near us; and so if we disapprove
of any act we are always in a hurry
to express our disapproval and to
try and persuade the actor to our way
of thinking. We are forever thinking
of others and trying to improve them;
as a nation we try to coerce weaker
nations and to convert stronger ones,
and as individuals we do the same.
We are sure that other people cannof
but be better and happier for being
brought into our ways of thinking, by
force even, if necessary. We call 1
philanthropy.
inquisi-tivenes-

A

CONFESSION

Hopes Her Statement, Made Public,
'will Help Other Women.
Hines, Ala. "I must confess", says
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "thai
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
a great deal of good.
Before I commenced using Cardui, I
would spit up everything 1 ate. I had a
tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
I could hardly drag around,
irregular.
and would have severe headaches continuously.
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely
quit spitting up what I eat. Everything
seems to digest all right, and 1 have
gained 10 pounds in weight."
If you are a victim of any of the numerous ills so common to your sex, it is
.wrong to suffer.
For half a century, Cardui has been relieving just such ills, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our office, year by year.
Cardui is successful because it is composed of ingredients which actspecifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health
and strength.
'
Cardui has helped others, and will help
Get a bottle today.
You
you, too.
won't regret it. Your druggist sells it.
Write, to : Chattanooga Mt didne Co., Ladles' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Sircial
on your case and
book, "Home
Treatment for Women." sent to plain wrapper. NC120

UNION

IS

DISCUSSED BY

Remarkable Trait of Burmese Charac-- .
ter Is Their Unwillingness to InORGANIZATION AS LABOR BODY
terfere In Other People's BusiWOULD ELIMINATE
POSSIBILIness

j

,

One Interferes in the Affairs
of Another.

THfi

19, 1913.

TIES OF DAMAGES
BEING SECURED

FOR LIBEL

London, Aug. 19. The British Medical association, at its annual' meeting,
seriously debated the advisability of
organizing as a labor union.

Recently the official organ of thei
association was mulcted for heavy
libel damages for calling a practitioner a quack. Insomucn as, under a
recent decision of the British courts
the funds of a labor union cannot be
touched for such damages, the dociors
felt that the organization of their association In a labor union would not
be without certain advantages.
The British Medical association in
its recent strike against the provisions of the compulsory state Insur
ance act emulated the tactics of labor
unionists, but In spite ofthe reputed
higher mentality of its members. It
suffered defeat on account of a lack
of solidarity, Just as many of its hum-bie- r
exemplars have!
Following in the footsteps of the
doctors, the police are contemplating
the formation of a labor union to be
called the Amalgamated Society of
Policemen. Letters appear every week
in the police organ, citing grievances
and suggesting the formation of a
union ,as the first step towards their
correction. The chief demand is for
a maximum police salary of 10 a
week, and one correspondent suggests
that, as the police have to enfore fair
play in the labor disputes of others,
they should have little "difficulty in
enforcing their own demands. One
writer hinted that it might go badly
with the public if the police struck
for their rights. One of the chief
worries of the police Is due to the suf.
fragettes whose activities have added
greatly to their overtime, for which
they get no extra pay Recently the
force has been Increased in order to
give longer vacations, but the men
feel that their lot is still cast in hard
places.
"Bridge Builder" Dead
James R. Bell, the original of Kipling's "Bridge Builder," is dead at his
home here. Mr. Bell was a sad reminder of how the cast iron rules of
the Indian service hamper the efficiency of some of its best members,
for he was at the heydey of his
powers when he was arbitrarily retired at the age of 5$. Me was in excellent health in the midst of some of
his best achievements and willing and
anxious to go on with his work, when
the orders came to cease his activities.
After his retirement Mr. Bell passed nearly every winter in India or
China, where his services as a consulting engineer were welcomed. He
came from a family of engineers, being the grandson of James Bremner,
who floated the "Great Britain," then
tha. largest steamer in the world,
when she stranded-- . In Dundrum bay
on her third trip across the Atlantic,
Mr. Bell built some of the greatest
bridges in India. Some of these structures are great engineering feats, for
the designs have to provide for inundations and changes in the courses
of the treacherous rivers they span.
"Cat and Mouse" Effective
Home Secretary McKenna is being
execrated on account of the "Cat and
Mouse" bill, but it is generally admitted that one effect of this measure
has been to decrease militancy, those
on the fringe, of the suffrage movement having gone back to constitutional methods, leaving only the
to continue the battle.
Mr. McKenna is being attacked
from two sids on one by the more

Dsarrfea Prevented
"An ounce of Prevention
a pound of cure."

is worth

An overheated condition and a glass

of ice water, sudden exposure to dampness or cold, eating unripe fruit or
drinking impure water may turn a

stomach into such a condition

as to produce that most distressing and
perhaps most common of all summer
complaints Diarrhoea.
Avoid this pitfall, as well as ptomaine

poisoning, chills, cramps, stomach ache
and all the other stomach and bowel
disorders by taking a tablespoonful of
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey in water
occasionally during the day, especially
before eating.
Dies a la Cleopatra.
If any of these complaints have alCincinnati.Two weeks ago C. H.
taken hold
ready
C.
H.
of
the
Bishop
Bishop, president
Flour company, watched the death Dyffy's Pun I'zlt V'dzliv
is a sure remedy and will bring quick
struggles of a cat he had chloroform- relief.
ed. That incident, it is believed, sugMost druggists, grogested to him a way out of his own cers and
dealers, $1
dead
was
found
difficulties. Bishop
a large bottle. Be
In his home, 1006 Windsor street, and sure you got the genhe had used chloroform to bring about uine; substitutes and
the end. In 8 note to his wife he said imitations are injuribusiness reverses and bodily Infirmi- ous. Medical bookties had mounted higher than he could let,, also doctor's advice sent free to anywithstand and that "this is the only one
who writes.
way out."

The Duffy Malt WhUksy Co., Ro;bc.tor. N. Y.

virulent members of the opposition
press and on the other by the supporters of militancy in the house of
commons, the latter section being
headed by Kelr Hardie, me
member. The position of the
home secretary has been and still Is
extraordinarily difficult. He has had
to deal with the serious crime of
widespread arson, and at the same
time he has been compelled to keep
his prisoners alive, m spite of their
own efforts to starve. In this connection he has had to take into consideration the grave dislike' (which
many people, both pro 'and
have against forcible feeding. Mrs. Pankhurst does not come
under the act; she can be arrested
anywhere and at any time, as she is
practically on ticket or leave.
Duchess In Politics
The Duchess of Marlborough, who
was Miss Consuelo Vanderbilt of New
York, has consented to act as chairman of the new woman's municipal
party. This organization, in future
municipal elections, will Ignore party
lines to such an extent that the Amer
ican duchess may appear as the" backer of a socialist candidate.
The new party will only concern
itself with questions which affect
women, and any candidate meeting
their approval will receive support
regardless of the ticket on which he
may be running. The new party will
get down to work at once, and , the
duchess will preside at a meeting
which will decide which candidates to
support at the pending London county council election at Mile End. No
boycott will be placed on men candidates, but fhe party nas indicated
that it will seek to have two or more
women on the ticket in every
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labor-sociali-

IN MONTANA
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ERADICATION OF TICK JHROUfiH
ALLOWING PEST, TO ATTACH 13
SELF TO SHEEP AND THEN C2
KILLED BEING TRIED

Jj

The free grazing of 2,500 head of
sheep upon tbe Bitterroot national forest, in the state of Montana, has been
authorized by the secretary of agri
culture a's part of a novel experiment
in trapping the deadly spotted fever
tick. The forest service and the pubare vorKing tolic health service
Ith local
gether In
sheep growers in this new campaign.
It Is the general belief of the leading medical authorities that the mysterious and frequently fatal disease
commonly known as spotted fever Is
spread by the tick Dermacentir
which in parts of the Bitter-roo- t
forest, occurs in such abundance
that it constitutes a real menace to
man and beast. Surgeon McClinrtc m
the public .health service died last
year of spotted fever contracted during his study of the disease and its
control.
The plan proposed contemplates the
grazing of two bands of sheep upon
the parts of the forest where the tick
is most aboundant, with the idea that
large numbers of the ticks will attach

themselves to the sheep Then.Us occasion requires, the sheep will be freed
of the ticks by being dipped in an
insecticide solution which will kill the
ticks without In any way injuring the

The council of the new party, which
sheep.
will meet at Sunderland house, the
The engorging of the female tick
residence of the Duchess ot Marl with blood Is one of the essential
borough, in October, represents all functions of
reproduction, and this
classes and includes working class
gorging must of necessity take place
members.
upon the larger mammals which serve
Opium Still Smoked
as hosts to the tick.
The United
The report of Sir J. N. Jordan, Brit- State
survey has reached
bloligical
ish minister to China, on the opium
the conclusion that the great built of
question indicates that there has been
the fever ticks which, become filled
some Wacksllding in the effort to
with blood get their supply while atsuppress the cultivation of the poppy tached to domestic stock, and thcl if
since the introduction of the republiare freed of
the domestic animals
can regime.
ticks by dipping, by spraying, or by
The report declares that since the
some other effective method of treatfail of the Manchus the poiicy of
ment, the chances of the Infection of
suppression agreed upon between human
beings will be vastly reduced.
China and Great Britain has been
Of the different domestic animals the
weakened, and that there has been
Is the most readily handler! and
an immense recrudescence In the col sheep
easiest to dip or treat, hene the
the
tivatlon of the drug. In the provinces
of sheep for use in the
of Anhui, Hunan and Shantung the selection
for
the suppression of the
campaign
cultivation of the plant has been suc
cessful, and in consequenc? the Im Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West
and East
portation of Indian opium Into thece
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "H
provinces will cease, cut investiga
I use
tion In other parts of the republic gives universal satisfaction and Comand Tar
only
Foley's
Honey
tells a different tale. In many of the
pound for my children." E. C. Rhodes,
provinces the authorities are power Mlddleton, Ga., writes, "I had a rackless to prevent cultivation; in others ing lagrippe cough and finally got re
there Is collusion between the powers lief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Comyour family
and the growers, and in" still others pound." Use no other in
and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
the officials are not mcllned to de- and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
prive themselves of a rich source of
revenue.
The reports, however, are not all
ARCHERY CHAMPIONSHIPS
from official sources, many betn.jr sup.
ltoston, Aug. 19. During the re
plied by missionaries and travelers, mainder of this week there will be
so exact figures are Impossible. The much
drawing of the long bow at
minister concludes with the statement Soldiers Field, the atheltic grounds cf
that a great deal must be done before Harvard university. The occasion
the work of suppression can Ua con- will be the National Archery associasidered as complete.
tion's thirty fifth annual championship
tournament, which was opened this
Diarrhoea Quickly Cured
morning with tho first Columbia round
"I was taken with diarrhoea and Mr. for women
and the. first American
Yorks, the merchant here, persuaded
men.
The tournament prom-- '
round
for
me to try a bottle of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Rem- ises to be the most successful tly.t the
edy. After taking one dose of it I association has held in some years.
was cured. It also cured others that The
participants include men anil woI gave it to," writes M. E. Gebhart,
Oriole, Pa. That Is not at all unusual. men experts with the bow and arrow
An ordinary attack of diarrhoea can from many cities throughout the
almost invariably by cured by one or
two doses of this remedy. It is one
of the most successful preparations
that has been discovered. Thousands Sequel To
have testified to its value. For
sale
'
Adv.
by all dealers.
Leva For D:I
'

WISCONSIN WOMEN HLAY GOLF Maternal Imtinct Greatly Developed by
La Crosse, Wis., Aug. 19. Between Teaching Children to Love their Dolls.
30 and 40 women golfers from various
The little child's doll Is mother to tlia
romantic fairy. Aud In the yi'ara
sections of the state are taking part most
that pass, the doll fadt-- inio thn petal
ot
a June rose, to evolve the most wonin the annual tournament of the AVis- drous of all transformations.
oonsin Women's Golf association,
And now foiiics a more serious perioil
which opened today on the links of
the Las Crosse Country club. Today
was devoted to the preliminaries an.l
elimination contests and the tournament will come to a close on Friday.
Ci

J
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If you sit 'in a cool draft when you
are heated and get a stiff nec-- or vilitin the joy of real motherhood should tJ
as best effort enn provide.
lame back, you will be lookine for ua tranquil
This is accomplished Willi a wondcUut
will
ease
that
the
something
poin
known as Mothers Friend, un
Fix your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW remedy application so penetratinff in ita
LINIMENT and don't be talked out of nature as to thoroughly lubricate every
nerve, muscle and tendon Involved.
it, because It is the best pain relievins cord,
There will be no pain, none of that
liniment you can get anywhere. Price nausea
or mornlOK sickness, no pensail.ui
25c, 50c and $100 per bottle. Sold by of distress or strain of expanding uiunelem.
The nerves, too, will be calm, thus making
Centra Drug Co. Adv.
the period one of restful days, of peaceful
nights and

a source of

happiest anticipation.

The younc, expectant mother must be careSometimes the symptoms of kidney
watchful lest she become absorbed it
and bladder trouble are so plain that fully
those mental distresses which Illy preptirii
no one can mistake them. Backache, her for the most Important event ia h"r life.
Mother's
enables her to avoid &U
weak and lame back with soreness ov
fiensalion of dmul, worry or pain, and tit')
er the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumat- she Is preserved
h t,j
in h"alih ami
ism, dull headache, and disturbed tuka up the loyrul task or motherhood.
on site! on
You will hnd Mothers
sleep, are all Indications of a trouble
i t f
drug- st r s at l ii ft b it e 1
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve all
to use ir reu'Uiarly as directed. V. rite to h
I
h nil u jr ( o , 1 1
quickly and permanently. Try them. to Bradu
,
O. G. Schaefer and Red. Cross Drug Atlanta, tsa., for tnoir most Taiuawa uu.n
giiida boos fur lapsciaut jmu..
Store. Adv.
stn-ti.-
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on higher ground and t. ill not become
boggy from undralned waters, its ma-

;ittc

will now
terial istof a sort that does not be- stir our feelings with daily announcecome gummy when wet. It was laid ments of the arrival of Harry
K.
out by the state engineer's office as Thaw.

By

THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
,
(Incorporated.)
M. M. PADGETT

the best' possible road.
That road, Mr. Man, cost a lot of
now much money do you
money,
figure you can lay aside and allow
to remain Idle? When are you going
to take a brace and put that road to

CO.

...EDITOR

;

work?
But remember this:
V

That until that
road jls graded again and the ruts
taken out, until the culverts are InEntered it Ibe postoffice at East stalled and
proper drainage obtained,
Las Vogas, New Merico, for trans- that road will not be
put to use as it
mission through the United States should.
mails is iccond class matter.
In.your hands is the power to com
pel the fixing of that road. Are you
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
going to stand tor the expenditure of
your road tax on places in the county
Dally, by Carrier
.05 where it will be of not one dollar's
Per Copy
.15 worth of benefit for you?
One Week
If the oth65 er fellow is getting something don't
One Month
One Year
$7.50 you think you are entitled to some
Daily, by Mail
thing also?
One Year
How long are you going to let petty
$6.00
3.00 differences prevent you from uniting
Six Months
with your fellowB and demanding from
those in charge what is really your
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
just due?
GROWER
fWs If you are so apathetic as not to
One Year
..$2.00
care or so ignorant as not to know
1.00
Bix Months
that unless you ask you will not receive, you had bettor put your prop(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip erty in your wife's name and retire
from active 'if
tions.)
Had inves'n;(!i!ts !ik this road will
Remit by draft, check or money order. If sent otherwise we will not ruin 'you if you let them stay bad.
Get out and turn your stock over. Put
be responsible for loss.
this Investment to work. .. And, Inci
on
free
Specimen copies
dentally; get your share of the county
road work.
ALL

PAPERS DISCONTINUED
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME

The press of Bingtown, Mo., and
Punkdale-on-the-Gil-

o

AT

THAW'S KSCAI'E

PAID FOR

i

Ariz.,

gate-keepe-

I

e

BE

MATERIALVY

lOlIEREO1
Brlstow fears for the safety of American womanhood should all the women be given the ballot. Most of
RELIEF ACCORDED FRESH FRUIT
them run the man that runs the balSHIPPERS THROUGHOUT' THE
lot anyhow.
STATE FOLLOWING EFFORT OF
o-

-

v
Jj
CORPORATION COMMISSION.
is reported that those culverts
over on the Mora road are Not where
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 19. The fruit
they were left a year ago. But the and vegetable producers of the utate,
road Is. Not a lick of work has been who wish to
ship by express, have redone on it in three years.
ceived a limited amount of relief from

tl

o

the Wells Fargo Express company,

Lo the poor Indian is going to have with the
probability that more extena few prizes all to himself at the state sive reductions
may be made followfair, for Indian crafts and handiwork. ing a hearing on the express rate sub- Glad to hear it. It's about time some- Meet some time this fall.
thing was done to encourage him.
The announcement of the new rates
o
was received today In the shape of a
We note that the administration is wire from N. K. Lockwood,
traffic
still optimistic but Huerta still de- manager of the Wells Fargo, of San

unmier and

pointed. The reason for the revoking
of the certificate Is given as the refusal of the company to allow an examination of Its books.
California Concern Admitted
Layne and Bowler corporation, a
California concern, has been admitted
to New Mexico and E. H. BIckford of
Deming, is the agent for the company
which manufactures all kinds of well
machinery.
Cattle Company Incorporates
The Mangas Cattle company
of
Crant county has filed Incorporation
papers with the state corporation commission. The company will have headquarters at Flerro, and Rees F. Hern-doIs the agent. The capital stock
of the company Is $200,000, divided in
to $100 shares. The incorporators are
James B. Gilchrist, seven shares, Vic
tor Culberson, seven shares, and Rees
F. Herndon, bIx shares, all of Flerro.

clines to countenance anything that Francisco. He states the present
looks like peace. Is this a game of schedule is intended only for temporCALL FOR BIDS
Sealed proposals will be received
ary relief. The changes made are
seeing who can stay the longest?
o
briefly as follows: In general specials, at the office of the county clerk of
etc., San Miguel county, New Mexico, unPathe's weekly is going to grab which include poultry, eggs,
some Albuquerque scenes. We res- schedule N is made to apply over the til 2:00 p. m., September 20th, 1913,
sixty-foo- t
pectfully suggest September 10 and whole stale. This is a help In that for the construction of a
fefet
while
16
not
one
on
does
rate
width
reduce
the
it
of
and
span,
bridge,
Good Roads Day as the time and event
most worth while for photographing this class, It makes the schedule ap- of roadway. The abutments to be of
In this state.
ply to every point on the Santa Fe In concrete.
The location of the bridge Is at
New
Mexico, whereas before because
o
that
Fe
of
the
the
Santa
fact
Gap, about five miles' south
Kearney's
system
It appears that after all little old
New York state is a news producer. in New Mexico was divided into the of Las Vegas, at the place where
road crosses the AgiiM. area
With the Sulzer row, the Thaw es- coast lines, west of Albuquerque; the the
to
Rio
Grande
Albuquerque
division,
cape and a sextuple tragedy In BrookPlans and specifications may be
El Paso; "the cutoff, Texico to Albulyn all in one day, it looks
like
and part of the main line seen at the office of the aforesaid
querque,
things were not so dead.
In the county clerk or at the office of the
from Raton to Albuquerque.
past schedule N' would apply on only county engineer, George E. Morrison.
A bond in the sum of One Thousand
part of these lines and there would be
Dollars
($1,000.00) with two sufficient
some
on
of
a
the
schedule
different
FORTY-THRE- E
ARE other
divisions. The new ruling makes sureties, residents of the county of
these rates apply to any part of the San Miguel, New Mexico, conditioned
system. Schedule N is a distance for the faithful performance of the
ARRESTED FOR
schedule and provides a rate on gen conditions of the bid, must accomeral specials proportionately lower pany each bid.
It is proposed that the said bridge
than the merchandise rate except in
DISTURBANCES
shall
be completed prior to the first
the case of small charges up to 40
day of April, A. D. 1914.
cents.
A satisfactory bond In the sum of
The best news in the new tariff of
FOUR HUNDRED
SOLDIERS SUR- the express company is found In the Ten Thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars,
ROUND HALL WHERE MEETING new rates on fruits and vegetables In with two sufficient sureties, residents
IS IN PROGRESS
AND TAKE IN cluding melons.
This rate Is not of the county of San Miguel, New
EVERY OCCUPANT.
to
the 90 cent charge, but Mexico, or satisfactory surety bond of
changed up
from 90 cents up to $3.25, the rate is the same amount, conditioned for the
Vancouver, B. C, Aug. ' 19. John from 10 cents to 75 cents lower. For accurate and faithful performance of
Place, socialist member of tbe British instance, the Carlsbad Santa Fe rate, the contract for the building of said
Columbia parliament; Arthur Jordan tinder the old schedule was $3.25 for bridge will be required of the successsecretary of the Nanaimo coal miners 530 miles. Under the new rate it will ful bidder.
The Board of County Commissionlocal union and Joe Angelo, leader be $2.50, a saving of;73 cents. The
of the foreign element in the strike Lakewood and Dexter to Albuquerque ers reserves the rignt u reject any
at Nanaimo, were arrested at Nanaimo rate used to be $2.50 and, It Is now or all bids.
last night with 40 other implicated $1.75. This will mean a little help to TUB BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF
In strike disturbances.
They were the Pecos valley producers, as the
SAN MIGUEL,
charged with taking part In an unlaw greatest reductions are made on the
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
ful assembly. This and the flooding long hauls.
Attest:
Chairman.
of the Western Fuel companp's mines
The telegram authorizing the new
today and the discovery of a pile of tates was as follows:
ammunition at Ladysmith have thrown
In tfie light of recent final decision
the district into a state of great ex- and order of the interstate commerce
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
citement.
commission we feel the proposed
Chicago, Aug. 19. Corn today con
Surrounding the Nanaimo athletic mileage scale submitted with your let- tinued the center' of speculative inclub, where five hundred miners had ter of August 4 is somewhat lower terest. The market was nervous and
gathered to discuss the terms of the than we should reasonably be expect- Irregular. Opening prices were
off
proposed agreement with the manage- ed to put In force but are willing as a to Vs cent higher with December unment of the Jinglepot mine, four hun- temporary scale of rates for relief of changed to
cent lower at 69
to
dred soldiers, under the command of conditions to which you refer in your
.
Heavy local selling sent Decem
Colonel Hall, barred every avenue of letter to apply locally In New Mexico ber down to
69, easy cables being a
escape and took, every man in the Scale N, of classification M. N. M. C. depressing Influence. The close was
a
building into custody. They were re- C. I. to all, general special matter ex weak with December at
moved in batches of ten under guard cept fresh fruit and vegetables includ- net loss of
.
to the court house .where thep were ing melons on which we are willing
Wheat was easy, bears being en
' couraged by reports showing an Insearched. Those who could be iden- to make rates on as follows:
tified as having taking part in the
crease of 4,216,000 bushels In the EuFifty miles and less, 40 cents.
disturbances of last week were arOver 50 miles and not over 60, 50 ropean visible supply. Trading was
rested and after having been separat- cents.
to
light.
Opening prices were
were
ed from their
companions,
Sixty, to 80 miles, CO cents.
marched under a strong bodyguard to
Eighty to 100 miles, 75 cents.
the provincial jail. The others were
One hundred to 130 miles, 90 cents.
liberated.
,
One hundred and fifty to 175 miles,
When the news of the "roundup'' $1.50.
become known, there was a general
One hundred and seventy-fiv- e
to 200
rush In the direction of Athletic hall, miles, $1.10.
but the sentries from the Highland
Two hundred to 250 miles, $1.25.
brigade drove the crowd bark. Many
Two hundred and fifty to 300 miles,
women were in the crowd and their $1.50.
cries and sobs could be heard on all
Three hundred to 350 miles, $1.75.
sides.
Three hundred and fifty to 400

xcuision Hates

Special

CALIFORNIA

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913

Los Angeles or San Diego
Special dates, shorter limit

-

$48.50
$43.50
$55.00
$50.00

San Francisco - - Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
$77.50
Special dates, shorter limit - $72.50
--

.

Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
in either direction, and for further particulars
as to routing etc.k please call at ticket office.
D. L.

a.

..

;

out-linin-

.

lowed to do business In this state. The
in June
and no soliciting agents had been ap-

RATES TO company was only admitted

O

o

The escape of Harry K. Thaw, quite
the aside from any comment whatever
Advertisers are guaranteed
largest- dally and weekly circulation upon the fitness of his Incarceration
of any newspaper In northern New or trial, is evidence of criminal carelessness in the management of the in
Mexico.
stitution where he was incarcerated.
To think that a state penalty institu
TELEPHONES
tion, for such Matteawan practically
Business Office
Main 2
is inhabited by criminals, can be forced
News Department
...Main 9 to
give up its Inmates in any such
style as did this one, is remarkable. It
is preposterous to believe that a man
TUESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1913.
bp sheer nerve and daring can rush
r
and be free.
past a
GOOD HO ADS DAY
It Is silly to place but a single gate
ICNDOliSKD
in a single wall between such a man
and freedom. Whether he had friends
GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION
outside or not matters little. Whether
Office of the President,
he bribed anyone inside in order to
Las Vegas, Aug. IS.
effect his escape matters little. The
Whereas, A movement has been in crux of the whole matter Is that he
itiated by certain citizens of the walked
up to a gate and walked out.
.northern portion of the state by which That was all. ' In
fact, that seems
September 10 has been designated as to be about that was necessary.
Cood Roads day throughout the state;
Common sense would seem to have
and
Indicated that further precautions
Whereas, Such movement and the should
be taken to prevent prisoners
efforts of those who have inaugurated
so closely to the outer
approachingthe same deserve the support and
Common sense would seem to
walls.
hearty commendation of every tax have indicated that no prisoner, even
payer In the etate and of every memthough a trusty, should be allowed to
ber of this association; and
do such unusual things da Thaw seems
Whereas, It is proposed on the
Were the institution
tenth day of September that every to have done.
where men were Incar
a
reformatory,
acable bodied man in the state by
tual labor on that day r by a con- cerated in the hope that they might
to a sense of their duty In
tribution in payment for one days be brought
the community. In a word, were this
labor, perform his duty as a citizen
an
Institution for the making of. men,
In making necessary repairs upon ex
than for the detention of the
rather
isting roads, working in harmony
sort of thing might
with the several bodies .of roads of- criminal insane, this
be countenanced as being In line with
ficials throughout the state;
modern policies of handling criminals.
Therefore, Be It Resolved by the
Thaw had been declared Insane.
But
executive committee of the New Merthere are others in the
Presumably
ico Cood Roads association:
insane. Of them it
were
who
asylum
most
apThis association
heartily
be
presumed were some who
proves and endorses this movement may
or apt to become so.
were
violent,
and plan and calls upon every niemsur- y.GV nf tlio Jissnointinn
n tllA KfntA What protection was it to the
to
countryside
glve,one of
with andunding
to Join therein,
freedom?
Mmber
Bl,ch
their
those
aiding in every way possible
11113 PU1U1- - BUU u IO
who have charge of this movement,
as
the most startling of the episode.
the same being of the greatest pubso carefullie benefit and in line with the prin- Inmates were not guarded
In
the
as
light of
be,
might
ly
they
ciples of this organization whuse
had
members favor and work for good this escape; and Thaw certainly
Also
when
gate.
that
rushed
nerve
he
roads three hundred and sixty-fivthe sense to appreciate that nerve was
days In every year. f
t
the' best thing to carry bim through
By tbe executive committee.
.MACKS IN FAMILY REUNION
it.
Pres.
3 R. E. TWITCHELli,
;
o
Hinsdale, Mass., Aug. 19. From
E. LiOROSE. Sec'y.
nerve
had
,hls
Thaw
Well,
certainly
niiiny parts of the United States and
0
" A.
.
;
i
r r
t J- ; l
Canada the descendants of John Mack
witn nitn.i
M 0 11E ; ABOUT T H AT M O It V
gathered here today to celebrate the
KOAD
Governor' Sulzer opened the bids all two hundred and fortieth anniversary
by himself. Well, well, if he is as of the arrival in this country from
Mr. Las Vegas Business Man, you.t,oar(j ag we are bored it will be all Scotland of the founders of the family.
have some sense, but it certainly right.
In addition to the exercises of the
takes a lot to wake you up.
day, which Included an address by
s
For three years you have had at
How'd you like to be the parcels Edward Church Smith of Toronto
which
crates
a
for
road
you
Two
door
helped post man?
hundred forty
your
the history of the family, steps
were taken to form a Mack family
ray, through, your taxes to the county of peaches was part of his load
and through your contribution to the
association.
state toad building funds. You have
let that road depreciate and become Evelyn is right Thaw certainly tim- POLO PLAY FOR GRENFELL CUP
disused. Lately, your county commis- ed his escape to the right condition
Montreal, Aug. 19. Polo enthusiasts
sioners have put some bridges on It of affairs at Albany to badly mix up and society folk gathered In force
and made It passable. But It is still any attempt at extradition.
today at the grounds of the Back Rivo
far from a good road. But it Is In
er Polo club to witness the opening
for tbe
such a condition that If gone over with
Some men do not know when Ihey of the annual tournament
a grader it would be excellent shape have a good thing. Better bag some Grenfell cup. Polo teams from Torontso far as surface is concerned. If the of this Good Roads Day enthusiasm o-, Buffalo, Montreal, Piping Rock, L.
culverts provided by the state and while it's running around free.
I., and Cooperstown, N. Y., were on
he county commissioners were Installo
hand to contest for the trophy, which
ed it would almost take care of itself,
some
letters
of
from
was
the
Judging
presented by Arthur Grenfell, a
it would be a better road than the sent and rpceived, it Is not much fun-t- celebrated F.nglish polo enthusiast.
be e'ther deputy state treasurer
j'rosent one from here to the EaPr'llo
t:to ia:. Its grades are lower, it is or county treasurer and collector,
Subscribe for The Optic, f.
-

WELLS-FARG-

68,

BATCHELOR., Agent

cent lower with December w to
affected by the possibility of the phut-in-g
at, 90 to . The close was easy
off of supplies by the suspension
with December at 90, a net loss of of mining in Mexico. Bonds were irregular.
December oats started a shade to
Better weather news which was recent up at 45 to 46 and eased flected in lower prices for wheat and
off to 45.
corn failed to ruffle the stock market,
Investment buying gave strength 10 which continued in a state of inaniprovisions, first prices being unchang tion. The buying seemed to have
ed to 10 cents higher. Shorts In ribs wholly disappeared, but bears were
were good purchases.
just as cautious in putting out deals.
The nfarket closed steady.
Opening
figures for July options
were: Pork, $19.55; lard, $10.87 to
among the shorts caused a
to $10.30.
better inquiry for stocks and prices
$10.90; ribs, $10.27
Wheat, September, 86; December, improved slightly. Losses in Read90 ; May,
ing and Steel were reduced to small
75 ; Decem- fractions and some other favorites alCorn, September 74
so made up about half of the day's
ber
May
Oats, September 42! December decline.
45
The last sales were:
; May 48.
January Amalgamated Copper
73
Pork, September $20.95;
American Sugar bid
$19.45.
109
,
;
96
Lard, September $11.20; October Atchison
Northern Pacifio
111
$11.35; January $10.90.
October Reading
160
Ribs, September $11.40;
" Southern
'
91
Pacifio
$11.30; January $10.30.
Union Pacific
153
United States Steel
63
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
107
New York, Aug. 19. Crop news, the United States Steel, pfd
principal market factor recently, was
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
relegated to second place today and
Kansas City, August 19 Hogs, rethe Mexican situation furnished the
chief speculative material. Early re- ceipts 7,500. Market 5 cents higher.
ports of the Mexican ultimatum were Bulk $8.108.50;
heavy $88.50;
succeeded by more reassuring advices packers and butchers $8. 20. 60;
and the market grew quieter after lights $8.108.65; pigs $5.756.75.
the first downward rush.
Cattle, receipts 20,000. Market stea
No substantial recovery was effect- dy. Prime fed steers
$8.408.85;
ed, however, and before noon, prices dressed beef steers $7.508.35; westdrifted to still lower level, although ern steers $6.108.30;
southern
steers $4.806.50; cows $3.506.50;
pressure was not great.
Shares of railroad and IndUustrial heifers $4.508.60: Blockers
and
corporations with large Interests In feeders $5'258; bullg $4.256.50;
Mexico bore the brunt of the selling, calves $5. 50 9. 25.
and their weakness made short sales
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market stea
elsewhere profitable. Smelting broke dy to weak. Lambs $5.757.50; year3 points, Amalgamated and Union Pa- lings $4.505.50;
wethers $4.25:35;
cific 2 and the list, generally from 1 ewes $3.504.25; stockers and feed- to 1
Copper stocks were especially ers $2.504.50.
off

Ner-ousne-

95.

68;

70.
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Express Bring Us

NEW ARRIVALS
In Women's Suits and Dresses

miles, $2.00.

Four hundred lo

400 miles,

Over 460 miles, $2.50.

'

$2.25.
,;

-

These rates are considerably lower
than basis used by interstate
commission and with your
will put them in force for
use and hope they will meet
your approval.

com-merc- e

N. K. LOCKWOOD.
Traffic Manager,

San Francisco.
The reply of the commission to Mr.
Lockwood's telegram was tbe following message:
"Any reduction from present local
products rates will meet approval of
this commission, but we do not feel
that the figures as given in your message is sufficient reduction to meet
the demands of the producers within
the state. Presume will be necessary
to hold hearing to determine reason-

able basis at later date."
Certificate Revoked
The certificate of authority Issued to
the Guarantee Fund Life association
of Omaha, has been revoked by the
and
state corporation commission,
hereafter this company will not be al

VVJEtake pleasure in announcing the arrival of a limited
quantity of Women's Suits and tresses,. All the new
est lines to be brought out for Fall and Winter 1913 ' 1914
will be found in these lovely creations of the Tailors' Art
It is a real pleasure to show these Garments and we earn,
estly solicit a visit to our rapidly growing ReadyTo'Wear
Department. We are exhibiting suits like cut and a fine
variety of other models. The prices are reasonable and we
quote the dresses and suits from

$10.00 to $50,00
'The

.

Store of Quality"

Las Vegas ,

N.M.
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COMMERCIAL

PERSONALS
HAVE
B. P. Robinson of Wagon

Mound

m

CLUB

TO

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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CHANCEFURESEES 1111111:0 READY

PLAN OF

Is Your Money Bringing Good R.eturns to You?
No safer nor better pla.ce than a good farm loan; nets
you 6 per cent; no trouble, no expense; write or ca.ll
to see us for pa.rticula.rs

FOR GONG THIS

CLOSE CONTEST

ELEGTING HEADS

Cervt

was a business visitor here today.
M. V. Van Houten of Shoemaker
EVE
was a business visitor here today.
BE
ENTIRE MEMBERSHIP WILL
J. C. Pugh of Wagon Mound came
GIVEN A CHANCE TO VOTE ON
In yesterday evening for a few days
OF ONLY LONGTIME LEADER IN BASEBALL BATTLING KELLEY ANDTHE IRON
OFFICERS INSTEAD
(EL
business visit here.
THE DIRECTORS AS BEFORE.
FOR
MAN EQUALLY ANXIOUS
CIRCLES ANTICIPATES A BRILis
Miss Anna Lupndgren of Denver
AND IMBUED
WITH
WORLD'S
VICTORY
LIANT
SERIES, IF
in Las Vegas for a few weeks as the
The board of directors of the Com
KIANTS AND ATHLETICS WIN
CONFIDENCE TO WIN.
.
NEW
mercial club met last night in an ad
guest of Mrs. Anna Slmison.
came
month
Andy Wiest of Wagon Mound
the
session
has
for
his
19
been
regular
New York, Aug.
arrangjourned
At
Basing
last
everything
in yesterday evening for a few days ly meeting. Routine business was prediction on the assumption that the ed and there will he a boxing contest
business visit in Las Vegas.
disposed with and other general mat- Giants and Athletics will be the con- tonight. Yoakum, the well known DalMrs. E. C. Meissner of Kansas City ters discussed.
The proposition of tenders, Frank Chance forecasts a re- las Iron Man, has been matched and
i
,
orn-vp,to sDend a short visit the Good Roads Day to he held on markable
struggle for world's cham- the local fans are now anxiously awaitwith her sister, Mrs. F. E. Lord.
TODAY'S BASEBALL
10 was discussed by the pionship honors this autumn.
September
ing the tap of the gong. Yoakum is
Leon Guv of the Bacharach Bros board and they showed great enthuof tne two leagues In excellent shape. He stated last
"The
leaders
vacation
store, has taken his yearly
siasm for the project and will give It appear to be yery evenly matched," night that he had never been in more
Mora
at
time
that
and will spend
said Chance, in discussing the teams, perfect condition.
all possible support.
National League
Dr. and Mrs. G. Strum and daughter
The matter of arranging for the "and I look for a very close, exciting
"I have trained to the minute and
at
Philadelphia.
Chicago
of St. Louis arrived In Las Vegas
also
was
series. In my opinion the winning tonight will be in a condition fit to
yearly election of officers
Pittsburgh at New York.
evening for a few days viBit.
were originated for club will be the one that gets the win over the cleverest man in the
Plans
discussed.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
W. F. Gull of Lexington, Ky., ar a
general election of, these officers. early 'breaks' in the play. You can't
said Yoakum. During the
Cincinnati at Boston; 2 games.
rived in Las Vegas this afternoon for Heretofore the officers of the club eliminate the 'breaks' in baseball, and southwest,"
past few weeks the Iron Man has been
a fflw days' visit with friends and
have been chosen and voted on with in a series as important id as short working faithfully. When he was
R. H. E.
Boston, Aug. 19
relatives.
out any preliminary ceremonies. This as the world's championship ft has matched to meet Winters he showed Cincinnati
4 8 4
Mr. and Mrs. II. M. Northrup jleft
year, however, a different plan will be always proved a very prominent fac- that he was anxious to face the Raton Boston - .
2 5 1
this morning for Mora, where they
used. A committee was appointed tor. In all the series in which I have boxer again, when matched with Phil
Batteries: Johnson and Kling; Ruwill he on a short vacation for the
last night to act as an electorial com- taken part it has always been present. Kearney he proved to be more anxious dolph, Dickson and Rariden.
next week.
mittee. This committee will appoint Sometimes the 'breaks- came our way and last night when Informed that he
Mrs. D. J. Cassidy of Mora arrived
which and then again it helped the other would meet
two
other
Battling Kelley he was
American League
in Las Vegas last night and will be
whom they will have fel'ows, but I never knew the time
as
to
decide
will
what I know of
"From
delighted.
Boston
at
Chicago.
a visitor with friends here for the
for the nf fleers of the 'club.. Both when it didn't play a leading part.
he is a better man than either j New York at St Louis.
Kelley
next few days.
I
al
have
For that very reason,
will on the night of
Winters or Kearney" said Yoakum
Charles E. Doll, a well known comPhiladelphia at Detroit.
re- ways held that a seven game series
their
present
the
meeting
general
to win over Kelley in the Iron
and.
Washington at Cleveland.
mercial man, came in this afternoon
and the two reports will be between two clubs of the caliber ot Man'c opinion will mean more to him
from his home at Santa Fe for a few ports oA
voted
by the club" in general. In the National and American league than any other bout he has fougnt
St. Louis, Aug. 19 New York-St- .
days' business visit.
winners was not as decisive
pennant
member
the
of
1
this
way
opinion
months.
six
within
the
last
Louis
game postponed; rain.
J. A. Conley, master mechanic for
can be obtained. as it should be. Fully fifteen games
The Electric Coffee Percolator enables
arrived in Las Vegas this
Kelley
the New Mexico division of the Santa ship aas a vrhole
you
would be necessary, to eiy mind, to
In
election
The
place
takes,,
usually
stated
American Association
afternoon with his manager and
Fe, was a business visitor in ias
to
brew
coffee
bet
was
the
which
decide
and
on
positively
quickly
(he second week of October but
easily, coffee
that he was in perfect shape. He is a
Indianapolis at Toledo.
Vegas today for a short time.
in ter club. Unfortunately, however, such clever
retains
lad and will no doubt
all
Milwaukee.
at
the
Minneapolis
appearing
James G. McNary of El Paso arrived account of a big Masonic meeting
exquisite, delicious aroma,
it has been a long drawn out series would fail to give Yoakum a hard battle. Earl
Columbus at Louisville,
here this afternoon from his home at Santa Fe on this week
of
end
at
the
hold
interest.
Coming
21.
and the real goodness of
savory
Mohan, manager of Battling Chico.
the Border City for a few days' visit postponed until Tuesday, October
seven months season 80 per cetft of
a
this
of
in
committees
The
charge
the coffee bean.
with relatives in Las Vegas.
Louisville, Aug. 19. First game:
time to de- the fans of the two cities would lose
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant election will have ample
R.H.E
cominterest in the play before the
6
Columbus
9 1
solicitor for the Santa Fe left this cide as to their nominations before
pletion of the games. It has been sug.
the
date
of
the
time
and
that
by
With the Electric Bread Toaster, appetizing
4 2
0
afternoon for Santa Fe where he will
Louisville
of the
election it is expected that great In- gested that playing several
he for a few days on business.
Cole
Batteries:
Northand
diSmith;
those
is conveniently prepared
games in other c'ties than
on your
in the event.
Mrs. H. E. Fell left this afternoon terest will be taken
rup, Powell and Severoid.
rectly interested might solve tWS
for her home at Raton after having
dining room table.
problem. I have no doubt that Pittsbeen a visitor with her parents, Mr.
Western
League
burgh, Chicago and Washington would
Omaha at Denver.
and Mrs. Charles Tamme, for the past
turn out big crowds ;fori one game
A.
CAMP
C.
ENTIRE
Y.
II.
The Electric Fan.
Electric Curling Iron,
St. Joseph at Lincoln.
few days.
even though the Athletics and Giants
1
Des
Moines
at
Wichita.
Mrs. Charles Kohn left this afterthe
a
Grill
Electric
were the contending teams. It's
and many otherj Handy
Sioux City at Topeka.
noon for Albuquerque where she will
SUCCESS AND WILL
difficult problem to please both play
will
aid in making life really
be on business for several days. Mrs.
appliances
IP
er and spectator, but I believe that
Kohn has been offered a responsible
)
method
a
more
worth
satisfactory
eventually
BE REPEATED
summer
living during
' YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
position wth the Baldwin Piano comcne
will be evolved for orciding
months,
pany agency at Albuquerque and may
world's championship."
.
accept.
Phfladel
New
York
and
Should
the
NEXT SPRING WILL WITNESS RE
National League
v"wjt.
H. W. Miller, assistant to the presiOPENING OF RESORT WHICH phia. clubs win their respective league
At New York New York,
Pitts
dent of the Southern Railway 'company
'
.
HAS BEEN VISITED THIS SUM- pennants, the world's series of 1913
burgh,
line's, passed through Las Vegas this
will be in the nature of a "rubber.'
MER BY SOME 500 PEOPLE
At Philadelphia Chicago, 10; Phila
afternoon in private business car No.
At present each has a world's champ
delphia, 4.
9 on his way from Chicago to CaliforAt Brooklyn Brooklyn,
Secretary P. H. LeNoir of the Y. M. ionship title won at the expense of
St.
nia where he will be on business for C. A.
pame in last night from the Y. the other. The Giants quickly nipped
Louis,
several weeks.
M. C. A. camp near El Porvenlr for. the championship aspirations of the
At Boston Boston, 4; Cincinnati,!.
David Conway returned this after- a few
days business visit in the city Athletics in their initial mee'ting of
noon from Chicago and other places
and to look after the coming of! a rep- - 1905. Under the direction of McGraw
American League
in the east where he has been on a
At Detroit Detroit, 5; Philadelphia,
resestative of the RIdpath Lyceum the New York team won four of the
short vacation' for the past few weeks. bureau who will visit Las
Vegas this five games played, all of, which were
During his stay in Chicago he saw a week. Mr. LeNoir states that things shut-outSix years later Connie
At
Cleveland Washington,
6;
number of the big league games and are
Cleveland, 3.
running smoothly at the camp Mack secured his revenge for the Athsays that they are playing great hall and that the attendance has been e letics won four out of six games from
At Chicago Chicago, 1; Boston, 0.
this season.
the Giants.
cellent for the past season.
At St. Louis New York, 4; St.
'
Of the players who engaged in the
The Y. M. C. A. camp will close
.
Louis, 2.
within the next ten days, according to series of 1905, Bender, Plank, Davis
KELLEY LOOKS LIKE A him, and will not reopen until next and Murphy are still enrolled with the
Western League
The past few months hare Athletics, although the latter two are STANLEY YOAKUM, who meets Bat
sprisg.
At Denver Denver, 9; Omaha, 3.
' At Wichita Des Moines,' 14; WIch.
been very successful considering that seldom In the regular line-up- .
tling Kelley tonight in a
FHillTER
THE
and Wiftse are the enly Giants
this is the first year of the project.
bout for the lightweight champion' ita, 5.
.
Since the camp was opened over 500 of those days who still wear the New
ship of the Rocky mountain region.
At Topeka Sioux City, 5; Topeka,
York
uniform.
is
a
It
LOCAL FANS
singular feature
2.
people have visited it, while over 110
people have remained1 there for peri of the game that Bender and Mathew-son- , yesterday afternoon when in Las Ve
At Lincoln Lincoln, 3; St. Joseph,
the respective club heroes of the gas stated that he
ods of from one week to one month.
to 2.
expected
Kelley
DENVERITE
TALKS LITTLE BUT All have
been delighted with trie 1905 series, are still past masters or win as that boy was a clever boxer
ASSURES
CROWD AT TRAIN
and
the accommodations. The the art of pitching, eight years after as well as experienced.
place
THAT HE WILL WIN IN FIGHT meals
that are being served there their initial clash and may face each
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Kelley hails originally from New
WITH YOAKUM TONIGHT
have been excellent, according to a other during the play next October, York and Philadelphia and in his day
personal statement of a local busi- unless the eleventh hour rush by one there fought the best of amateur llght- National League
of
Battling Kelley, accompanied by ness man who visited the
t
camp for of the other league clubs upsets the wlnnlng all his battles.
Kid Williams, arrived in Las Vegas a
Club
Lost
Pet.
,,Won
week. Secretary LeNoir will Issue predictions of the baseball prophets.
The fight tonight is interestin New York
this afternoon from Denver and will within the
33
.700
77,
next two weeks a complete To date the world's series has beea not only the local fans but those all
meet Stanley Yoakum tonight in the
40
Philadelphia
.616
an
financial
excellent
for
proposition
f.
report of the work of the camp and
over the Btate. A number of Denver
Duncan opera, house for a
01
51
.545
the exact number of people who have the New York and Philadelphia clubs fans are watching the bout and it is Chicago
Kid
bout.
57
53
Pittsburgh
.518
Williams, who is well visited
and
players.
there, and also a financial
several
from that citp Brooklyn
possible that
known by the local fans, says that statement.
49 ' 68
"
.458
of
will" attend.
Boston
46
61
.430
Kelley is one of the fastest men' in
For the preliminaries Promoter
WILL LAY CORNERSTONE
43
Denver today in any class and is a
Cincinnati .
72
.374
19. Such satis
has arranged to stage two fast St. Louis
Aug.
Albuquerque,
in
42
VI
.373
every way.
fighter
Sometimes the symptoms of kidney factory-progreshas been rnvJeE inlh rune. Battling Hungaro, who at the
Thi record that Kelley carries with
are
and
trouble
bladder
that
s,q plain
the foundation work on the ev" St. laHt' fight was defeated by a knockout
him shows that lie, is no back num- no
American League
one' can mistake them.- - Backache,
ber In' the riig. 'He had fought the weak and lame back with soreness ov Anthony's" orphanage which is being from a man who had fought the best
Club
won Lost Pet.
best men in th$ east and is now work- er the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumat- erected in this city1 that next Wednes- in his class, will be on the scene for Philadelphia
38
LAND
.658
...73
has been fixed as the time for an eight round exhibition with Kid Cleveland
69
4o
ing to finish up all the best in the ism, dull headache, and disturbed day
.605
Iho Lancaster. The match will be even In Washington .
west. Kelley had little to say about sleep, are all indications of a trouble the laying of the cornerstone.
62
49
.659
to
that
of every respect. The boys this afternoon
ceremonies
incident
relieve
will
the
Pills
Foley
layingKidney
the fight except that he would win
61
55
Chicago
.526
quickly and permanently. Try them. the cornerstone will be private and
SEASON TICKETS
weighed at 133 pounds and as far as Boston . .
53
56
.4S6
$1.50
tonight.
O. G. Schnefer and Red Cross Drug
will
conducted
be
Rev.
the
Father
by
the
are
of
game goes both
knowledge
Detroit .
49
He is built for a fighter in every Store. Adv.
65
.430
SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS
A. M. Mandalari, pastor of the Church about
53c
equal. Hungario earnestly re St. Louis
45
73
way. His size is. easily equal to New.381
of the Immaculate Conception. Father
quested of Promoter O'Maliey that he New York
69
.38
.355
CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS
man's, while his body as a whole is
33c
far better shaped. A large number BRIST0W AMENDMENT BEATEN Mandalari stated this morning that be allowed to come back and show
U
would be placed in a sealed box the fans what he could do.
there
of local fans who met the boxer at
Arrange
Western League
Washington, Aug. 19. The Bristow Inside the cornerstone a number of ments were made to match him with
Club
the train are sure that he will win
Won Lost Pet
amendment for a graduated reduction interesting papers, including the of Kid Lancaster. The first preliminary Denver 76
over the "iron man" tonight.
43
.639
of theduty on sugar to $1.25 a hun- ficial proclamation of Archbishop will be between the
68
50
Romeros, not Des Moines
.b76
O'Maliey announced this afternoon
39 to 34, Pitival, newspaper articles of the or62
56
that the ticket sale for the bout had dred pounds, was defeated
brothers, but both clever boxers. They Lincoln .629
Thornton of phanage and various religious docu- will
-been heavy and a record breaking Senators Ransdell and
59
.504
go six rounds, Tlie first prelim- St. Joseph
.60
Louisiana voting with the republicans ments.
Dedicatory ceremonies of inary will start at 9 o'clock.
Omaha - ...-..5- S
crowd is assured.
63
.479
more elaborate character will nof be
for the amendment
53
64
Topeka
.453
Washington' Aug. 19. Democrats held until the orphanage s near comMOST
- Confidence Well
YOUR
Sioux City
52
.
66
.441
Founded
a
cool
madraft
in
when you
If you sit
pletion. The foundation work is now
The, implicit confidence that many were jubilant over holding their
4'6
Wichita
74
.383
eet
a
and
stiff neck or
people have in Chamberlain's Colic, jority unimpaired in the crucial test. practically complete and work on the are heated
"1 be looking for
Cholefa and Diarrhoea Remedy is Determined to press the fight the superstructure began today, the ma- lame back, you will
ease the pain.
something that
founded on their experience In the anti-fre- e
moved to sonry construction being In charge Fix
sugar senators
your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
use of that remedy and their knowl- strike out the
provision for free sugar of A. De Tullio and the woodwork LINIMENT and don't be talked out of
edge of the many remarkable cures after three
best
the
is
to
pain relieving Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
years. An amenedmnt
having been let to Contractor Edick. It, because it
of colic, diarrhoea and dystentery that
liniment you can get anywhere. Price Tablets. Druggists refund money If
....
it has effected. For sale by all deal- that effect was offered by Senator
25c, 50c and $100 per bottle. Sold by it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signaSubscribe for The Optic.
Adv. Norria of Nebraska.
ers.
ture is on each box. 25c.
Central
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-OFTEN THUS
She had become like a daughte
to him, In his imagination, bat when
ten years had passed he suddenly
found himself growing into middle life
and very lonely. He dared to begin
to Imagine dearer things than that.
And at last the day came when he
turned his dreams Into actual plans
he would return and humbly ask her to
be his wife.
"It was not until he actually descended from the train at the obscure
little Georgia village that the futility
of his dreams suddenly dawned upon
him. He had heard nothing from
during ten years. It might be that his
It
money had never reached her;
might be that she was already married. A thousand chances might have
intervened. And she was twenty-siand he a man of forty. He was bent
on the wildest and most quixotic errand that had ever befallen a man.
"Another thing, too, came to his
Manager of Charity Society Put
mind. He had educated her in Paris that $50 that Mr. Blowhardt gave in
and at the best college in the state. the vanity fund.
But he himself was a crude and IgSecretary Why?
norant man; he had even retrograded
He
Manager of Charity Fund
in knowledge and manners, living in nly gave it to please his vanity,
his western town. How could he ask

Story of Everyday Life With
Moral That Is Obvious.

a

By H. M. EGBERT.

"The phenomenon of conversion,"
kaid the evangelist to the psycholoculmingist, "may be, as you say, the
ation of a series of obscure mental impressions, but the condition Itself is
Something
the result of a moment.
which was not In the sinner's heart
(enters there and drives out something
(that was there before.
mind who or
"I knew a
what he was. He was uneducated, the
port of average American countrymaa
iwho Is the staple human product of
With good fortune he
jthlfl nation.
. tmleht
have become anything. With
toad fortune he might have Bunk to
lany depth. His will was. weak, his
isenses stronger than his character. At
Ithe age of thirty as was a tramp,
plodding along a country road in Carolina. Unwashed, uasfcaven, hungry,
gone, he would have
;hls
;run from a barking dog or cringed tor
;a meal to any housewife.
"And then the moment nme. It
jwas early spring aid the orchards
Iwere aglow with peach blossoms. As
ihe passed outside a long line of
trees he saw a elrt,and-in- g
on the other side of the fence,
iher arms full of spraying boughs. She
iwas about sixteen, beautiful, Innocent,
country
iend good. A simple-heartecir(girl, in short, born into just such
cumstances as himself.
"The Bight of her brought back
memories that had been submerged
for years. The ragged, outcast man
(felt an Intense yearning for human
,Bympathy, for friendship. He stopped
tand spoke to her, aad she was the first
'human being who had treated him as
lan equal In nearly a year.
"He learned something of her circumstances. Her parent had been
(compelled to mortgage their farm;
;they were heavily in debt; they feared
'the loss of their home. And she her
dearest wish to obtain an education
icould not be fulfilled. If her father
Iwere rich, she said, it might be, but
(he did not believe In educating wom-ieHe wanted her to stay on the

hr
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For Sale

Fur Rent
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MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

Y

X,

A--

by W. G. Chapman.)

I

I

BEAUTY PARLORS FOR LADIES
Mrs. Little has opened rooms at 918
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Massage.
Oniy latest methods are em
ployed. Honrs from 10 a. m. to 5 p.
m.
xTo work done on Saturdays ex
Price 50c
cept by appointment.
Appointments made for work at ladles
homes from 6:30 to 9:30 p. m.
Price $1.00

1
r
v egas ice
Las ir

Phone Main 227

AUTOMOBILE,

6UltB."

ALL GROCERS

20c
25c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
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100 lbs
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Oi
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iju.
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Ave

-- RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery

,

Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

SI.

N

1913,

2000 lbs or more, each delivery
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Professional Health Culture for Ladies

AGUA

CARRIAGE

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100

Ibi

100 lbs.
100 lb.
100 lb.
100 lb

pur a company
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her to link her life with his?
A SIMPLE ARRANGEMENT
"And by the time when he saw the
of
In
front
orchard
up
looming
peach
him all his lesolutions had shrunk to
this: that he would ask for a drink of
water and inquire after her, learn how
she was and what life had brought her,
and go his way again.
"When he heard the harsh voice of
the mother at the door, he told me af
terward," continued the evangelist,
"he was conscious of an absurd desire
to run, away, just as v.'iitn he had passed by the house, a tramp, ten years
before. Bui. 'Uu woman, seeing that
he was dre'. oil like a man of means,
invited him in to rtst, and she gos
siped readily about her circumstances,
and was loud in complaint of her hus.
band. He had acquired a good deal
of money, she told my friend, and had
squandered it all in speculation. Ten
years before he had been on the verge
To.
of bankruptcy, and though things had
Hardly Does your wife ever bother
brightened he was still in the same po
sition. She wished that they could fou about her new bonnets?
Easy Not in the least When she
sell out and move into a city but it
one she simply gets it and has
wants
was hard to find purchasers for peach
orchard land in that Bection of tha the bill sent In.
state.
mle
MANY NIGHTS
'"How much do you want to sell
for?' he inquired.
"The woman hesitated. 'Four thou-sand,' she said at last
"He had twice that sum. With tha
farm he could live among the mem
ories that had controlled his life; ha
wanted nothing better. 'I will buy it
at that figure,' he answered. All this
time he had not found the heart to ass
about the woman's daughter, but now
she voluntarily spoke to her.
" 'There's one trouble I've got,' she
jEf grumbled, 'and that's Bessie. She deShe
clares she won't go to a city.
hates city life and says if I go she's
going to hire out somewhere.'
" 'Hire out?' stammered the visitor.
" 'Yes,' grumbled the woman. 'She
ain't a bad girl, but somehow she never quite saw her duty toward her father and me after Jim refused to give
her an education. She wanted to go
to high school, and Jim hadn't the
First Tramp Say, Ragsy, did you
ver see "Ten Nights in a Barroom?
money.'
"At that moment the farmer stampSecond Tmap Tut, tut. I've seen
ed into the room casting a suspicious ten hundred nights in a barroom.
look at the visitor. The woman introduced him. 'This gentleman talkB
AWFUL
iof buying the farm,' she announced.
"The farmer's visage cleared. 'Maybe you'd like to come and talk it over
outside,' he said, and my friend followed him. He followed him down to
the peach trees and then he turned
about and put his hand on his shouV
der. A wild, uncontrollable rage waa
seething in his heart This man had
'Saw a Glri Standing on the Other defrauded two lives, his daughter"!
Side of the Fence.
and his own. He had squandered the
farm and help maintain It, with the money with which the man had hoped
to redeem this young life from ig
prospect of marriage to some farmer's
norance
and servitude; ten years ol
son.
"The ragged man could see that this work had gone for nothing, flung
was the type of girl whom education away in foolish speculation or extravThis
would bring the highest success. She agance, of which even his wife wai
1
ignorant
quick-wittewas
earnest, and with a
Silver
"The habits of ten years fell awaj
superb simplicity and radiating goodness. Of course he did not think it In from him, and the old devil came
-- if you use f
Eut he learned her back. Fe would murder him as sure
these words.
name and that of the postofflce, ly as he himself must die for it
"The farmer, looking into his face
thanked hfr for a drink of water that
EMPRESS I
Tramp Say, mister, I just found this
ha gave him, and, as he heard her and seeing the wild passion there, an baby in a basket.
mother's harsh call from the house, being a coward, like every thief, trem
Policeman That's bad.
FLOUR
bled. He looked right and left foi
went on his way.
Tramp Yes, but the worst part i
"At that moment he was converted. some escape, and the stranger's clutel that It was a wash basket
He lost his desire for vileness. He was like steel upon bis shoulders.
s giving you
"And then, coming through tht
resolved that, since his own life had
CAUSE FOR WEEPS
'I
a
.been spoiled in the sight of his maker, trees, my friend saw the peach-blopresent for do
som girl, and his hand fell from the
he would give him that of another.
'
ing something
"He Jumped a freight train and made man's shoulder and the old sense o:
r" mo r.- t. ' I J
obcame
back to him. Except foi
peace
you 'd do uny
(Ms way by stages westward. He
".J
1
a
tained a menial position, and every a certain maturity of face and figure
way wnen you
was
was
when
same
as
he
she
could
the
she
hoard
he
put
that
ipenny
learn how Much
away in a bank. When he had a hun sixteen, and the same serene lnno
idred dollars he sent It anonymously cence looked out of her eyes, and she
Better EMPRESS
!to the girl. 'For your education, he wore her tattered dress as, a queei
on the envelope. Then he be- - might wear her robes. And in hei
FLOUR realk is. g
arms she carried branches of peach
jjsan saving again.
Made by GER-MA"Gradually the 'memory of this girl blossomy boughs."
"Well," said the psychologist, "I car
PROCESS
(took possession of his life. As the
They were married
months changed Into years he pictur- guess the rest
ONE COUPON FROM
ed her, first completing her course in and settled down on the farm and
"
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
high school, then going to college. He r.pent a life of idyllic happiness
"That's obvious," answered the evan
FIVE
STAMPS
iiron ventured once to suggest the.
;:;ame of the college she was to enter gelist "But now that you have the
BRINGS YOU THE
Seven story, you must endure the moral
a famous one In Georgia.
IT 'S
SPOON
of
man
moderate
a
Suppose, that the money had reachec
was
he
later
ijears
GENUINE WM.
means, and he had spent two thousand her would it have benefited either oi
ROGERS &
them bo much as that which actuallj
dollars on the
girl.
SONS'OAA
an
occurred?
He
had
No
ig
comeback,
"What was she to become?
STANDARD
"Cry babyl
'Stenographer or clerical assistant In norant man, not daring to ask what
"Baw-aw-SILVER
I stepped on dat ba
.any business, of that he was resolved. he had so long dreamed, and he found
Why, she should go to Paris, of course, an ignorant country girl of his own nana, an' It wasn't half et yet!"
achieve triumphs there. He knew station in life In place of a fine, vain
FRENCH-GRE- Y
nothing of Paris, except its name as lady. And the years of toil and dis
Proper Color.
"There Is one class of widows who
the capital of France. But that would cipline had not gone for nothing. So
(STERHe you see, conversion is a matter of the should wear not black, but green."
i'Miand a heavier expenditure.
LING) FINISH
t.
are
and
whatever results it brings
"Who
aside his whole accumulation, of soul,
in
they, pray?"
"Grass widows."
Money seven thousand dollars and about, one may be sure that It can
t .'iit it to her. This time he wrote have only good to follow it." He hes
EMPRESS
Tho Reason.
i ,r
She itated a moment. "7r er?r you gentle
first detailed Instructions.
can be oh-n men are passing ('own my way," h
to have an annual income
"Why do you use bo much nutmeg
.
9
'
a.;
said, "you must con;..1 a;;J visit m; for seasoning?"
hundred dollars arid to in'.
tabed in this city from
"Because I get from it grate r
reach orchard."
..r".ei she fancied afcei C:c
d

ohe

NOTICE
Office of Board Exposition Managers.
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 16, 1913. j
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
To Whom It May Concern:
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
The architects of New Mexico are
cordially Invited to submit wash drawings and plans j to this board for the
New Mexico building to be erected at
the Panama-Californiexposition, San
Diego, 1915. The style of architecture
CHAPMAN
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE Meets secnd aal
to conform as near as may be to the
A. M. Regular comold Spanish, New Mexican, missions
Fourth
Thursday
evening
munication flnst and
of the seventeenth century. All plans
month at W O W. Hall. Tlsiiiai
third Thursday In
must be submitted within 30 days. The
brothers cordially invited. Howard
each month. Tutting
architect submitting plans which are
T. Davis, Dictator;
J. Thornhill
brothers cordially
accepted by the board to supervise con
Secretary.
Wm. P. Mills,
struction. No consideration will be
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
W.
H.
S
M.,
Petten,
CorresSecretary. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. Ml
paid for plans not accepted.
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every flrtl
pondence or interviews may be had
LAS VEQAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the
with the undersigned upon request.
vestrj
line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-la- r
R. E. TWITCHEUi, Chairman. Five cents per
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
conclave ner. & Tuea- MANUEL IT. VIGIL. Secretary.
o'clock p. m
Visiting brothers ar
No ad to occupy less space than two
m
eacn monu &i
Isaac Appal
invited.
oay
cordially
All
lines
advertisements charged
Temple at 7:J p. xn- O. H.
NOTICE.
President; Charles Greenclay,
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing will be booked at space actually set
Klnkel, E. C. ; Chas. Tamme,
retary.
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip without regard to number of words.
Cash in advince preferred.
0. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
lakes, which are the two northernLAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. , ROY
1.
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
Meets every Monday evening at
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
their ball on Sixth street All visit
vocation first Monday in
to at
person will be allowed wo hunt or
lng brethren cordially
each month at Masonic
fish upon this property except memtend. F. D. Fries, N. G.: Gu
bers of tho club, and all persons goTemple at 7: SO p. m. H.
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwooa
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer.
ing there must be prepared to show
C. V. Hedscock, cemetery truete
a membership card in this organizaBlood, Secretary.
tion.
Otherwise they will be arrestRAN6FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
ed for trespassing.
8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
THE LA JARA HUNTING
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
at 7: SO p. m. in Maaonle Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
ANT) FISHING CLUB.
Mr. J. O Rutledja, Wortay MahaU. on tha second and fourt
tron; Mrs. Ajrnes Tripp, Becrat&ry.
Mondays cf each month at 8 p.
In every home where there is a
- Telephon
Ualn It1.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmie
bnhv there should also be a bottle of
Z. W. Montague, Local Da
Clerk;
McGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It may be WANTED Experienced dining room
memDera are eep
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
Visiting
needed at any time to correct sour
uty.
hotel.
Plaza
help.
or
102 Mens every Monday night at
and cordially lnvlt
wolcome
colic, diarrhoea
stomach, wind
daily
summer
complaint. It is a whole WANTED Woman with
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglafc avenue,at
ed.
little girl 7
some remedy, contains no opium, mor
o'clock.
Visiting members are
years old, wants position as housephine or injurious drns of any kind.
welcome.
J. C Wertz,
cordially
Sold
by
Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
LOCAL TIME CARD
keeper. Mrs. Mae Thomas, care
T.
Buhler
J.
Central Druz Co. Adv.
secretary;
president;
Optic.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
WANTED
EAST BOUND
Ghi for general house
WILt LAY CORNERSTONE
B. P. O. ELKS
Meet
second and
epmn
work.
3.
1
I.
Mrs.
satis
Arrive
Such
1011
Appel,
Albuquerque, Aug.
Eighth
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. 2
street.
:10 p. m..... I:U p. rv
with
factory progress has been
month Elke home on Ninth ttree No. 4
11:05 p. m..... 11:06 .
the foundation work on the new St
broth-ersaravenue.
2:10 a.
and
8
2:05 a. m
Douglas
bema
which
No.
Visiting
is
Anthony's orpharage
2:1
1:45 p. m
cordially invited. Gov. Wm. No. 10
erected in this city that next Wecmes
D. W. ConJ.
Exalted
Mills,
Ruler;
tlma
as
the
for
has
been
fixed
day
don, Secretary.
the laying of the cornerstone. lhn FOR SALE Bargain;
WEST BOUND
house,
ell stable and fruit orchard;
ceremonies incident to the laying of
No
l..'.. 1:20 p. m..... 1:4 9. m
city
COUN- No. 8... . 6:10 a. m..,.. 8:16 a.
water; three lots. 918 Lincoln ave. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
the cornerstone will he private and
4:30 p. m
will be conducted by the Rev. Father
CIL NO. 804. Meet
second and No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
res7:00 p.
m
6:35
In
O.
A. M. Mandalari, pastor of the Church FOR SALE OR RENT A
R.
C.
fourth Thursday
p.
Hall, No. I
idence located at 901 Columbia. Inof the Immaculate Conception. Father
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem-beMandalari stated this morning that
are cordially invited'. Richard
quire 726 Seventh street.
ATTORNEYS
there would be placed in a sealed box
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, T. 8.
HUNKER & HUNKER
Inside the cornerstone a number of
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
interesting papers, including the of
of Archbishop
ficial proclamation
Attorneys-at-LaITY Council No. 2390 Meets in W
New Mexico
Pitival, newspaper articles of the or FOR RENT Desirable light house
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first Las Vegas,
keeping rooms, modern. 1030 Fifth
phanage and various religious docu
and third Mondays of each month
'
street.
ments.
DEVTISTS
Dedicatory ceremonies of
at S p. m. Visiting Knights and Lamore elaborate character will not be
dies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-maheld until the orphanage w near com- FOR RENT Five rooms furnished
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
President; A. D. Tillman, FinDentist
modern, centrally located. Inquire
pletion. The foundation work is now
A.
V.
local
Mrs.
Morrow,
ancier;
of
work
Dental
Mary R. Allen, 1012 Eleventh street.
any description at
practically complete and work on the
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W
moderate
superstructure began today, the maprices
Montague, assistant deputy, ,1011
Tel Main 138
room
sonry construction being in charge FOR RENT Two
furnished
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M Room 1, Center Block,
of A. De Tullio and the woodwork
house. 921 Lincoln.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
having been let to Contractor Etlick.
Building work will be pushed with all FOR RENT Furnished Cottage. 417
possible vigor and it is expected that
Eighth Street.
the structure will be under roof within the next six weeks.
FOR RENT Five room cottage on
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
hill. Phone Purple 5301.
Subscribe for The Optic.
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,

SIGN PAINTING

lasting Qualities

OFFICE

HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.

N. O.

701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

1

ANT Ads
Are Best

Kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
Back
J. L. Hackl, 915 Eighth St., Lincoln,

was recently cured of a bad case
that started with a
lame back, and says: "I am certainly
thankful In getting a cure of my kid-ney irouuie oy using f oiey money
Pills.
O. G.
Try them yourself.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

111.,

of kidney trouble

J

Adv.

Important to Dyspeptics
Bear in mind that Chamberlain's
Tablets Improve the appetite, strengthen the digestion and regulate the
liver and bowels. Just what you need.
For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
Postmaster Antolne Delorla, Gardner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of
those troubled with kidney and bladder regularities, and says "From my
own experience I can recommend Foley Kidney Pills. My father also was
cured of kidney disease, and many
neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney
Pills." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

WO

I

Market Finders

Classified ad, search out the people to whom among ai;
those who MIGHT BWT the particular thing la worth moat.
That property yon want to sell la WORTH MOST vo
who reads the ads. In this nwspaper and woild aevtr near
your property unless it were advertised here.

nr

ads. In this newspaper want (ait
Others, who read and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, nsed machl??
and furniture, articles of aaefulnee of any sort, and musical ix
struments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyeis, of all sv
slble sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

I
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the

Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
t
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Bring us ONE THREE MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION paid in ad
vance and 50c and the GOCYCLE is yours.
Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for 1ym2Z for which I agree
to pay in advance $

Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for j'Zll for which I agree
to pay in advance $
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GOOD ROADS DAY

NEWS

J.0CAL

LYGEUU COURSE TO 'BE
STAGED BY

mUtTruma-'ji- t

Light

automobile

o'clock this evening.

0
bon

WATERMELONS
RED
weighing

RIPE
15 to 50

AdT,

Francis R. Frost, electrical engineer
for the Santa Fe, has purchased the
Venz property on the Hot Springs
boulevard. The consideration Is pri
vate.
;

Stearns1 Store

Another case of smallpox has brok
en out In the city, making three in
all. The last case reported was that
of the
child1 of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Council.
A.

George
Fleming, secretary of the
committee in charge of the matter of
the federal postofflce that is to be
built here, yesterday evening sent a
communication to the postofflce de
partment in regard to what action Is
being taken by. that department In
regard to the postofflce.

em

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
1

I

& Co.

Sole Agents

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Kaynolds, Vice President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier. '

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS.

$100,000

N

M

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our

Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ao
commodafioD Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on lime Deposits

of the new

sociation. Resolutions endorsing the
scheme and calling upon every able
bodied man is the state to do his
share were passed this morning by
the executive committee of the asso
ciation.
These resolutions appear in the editorial columns.
Progress Is being made dally on
the scheme and within a very short
time arrangements will be comDlered
for the holding of this day. Sentiment has been very satisfactory everywhere and support has been forth
coming from numerous quarters.
The day Itself is to be absolutely
without
partisanship or political
color of any sort. It is simply a move
ment for the citizens of the state, inaugurated' by one of their number as
such, to aid in placing the New Mexico highway system in respectable con
dition.
In view of

r

the urgent need for se

curing favorable reports from transcontinental tourists, if New Mexico Is
to be included In the
highway, it is especially timely.
Counties all along the line crossed
by the proposed section of this road
will be urged to concentrate their at
tention on it. In the northern portion
of the state the Santa Fe trail, itself
Haiinan Ostrand ana . Robinson, part of the route, will be the obiect
two gentlemen of the road, were ar- of attack, the
day having originally
rested last night by Santa Fe Officer been framed for its express benefit.
Dickson and this
morning when
Drought before Judge D. R. Murray
were sentenced to 60 days on the city
NOTICE
streets. The sentence was suspended
Special meeting, Las Vegas Lodge
on the agreement that
they leave the No. 954 Loyal Order of Moose, Thurs
city at once, which they gladly did.
day evening, August 21 at 8 p. m. Im
portant business in connection
with
Word has been received from John
supreme lodge. Your presence ur.od
N. Kinney,
formerly connected with
G. G. RETJM,
.
the Investment and Agency corpora
National Director.
tion, to the effect that he is now In. H. T.
DAVIS, Dictator.
cated comfortably in Paradfse Valley, JOHN
THORNHILL, Secretary.
Nev. Mr. Kinney has a position with
the government forest service at that
WATER SUPPLY A PROBLEM
place. He was married to Miss Katie
Kansas City, Aug. 19. A few more
Shupp in this city several weeks ago.
light showers fell at scattered points
The marriage license business prov in Missouri and Kansas last night,
ed to be exceptionally good
yesterday but according to reports to the weathafternoon. Two licenses were issued er bureaus here and at Topeka,
to four happy people. Candido Velas drought conditions in southeast Kan.
quez, aged 41, and Maria Carolina Pa-- sas, in the vicinity of St. Joseph and
dilla, aged 20, of Fuerbecibo were in the Wichita district are little betgranted one and JoseGardino and Rita ter than before the first showers
Romero, aged 25 and 20, respectively, which fell last Saturday. Rains have
were also given legal sanction tothetr served to modify the temperature, but
water supply for vegetation and livemarriage.
stock remains a serious problem in
The case between the
the
greater part of Kansas, northern
county road
board and the county commissioners Oklahoma and western
Missouri.
in regard to the law
Wichita today reported the temperathe
concerning
payment of warrants on order of ture about 10 degrees below the blis'
these two county bodies
will be tering heat of last week, but actual
brought before Judge D. J. Leahy to- damage from drought rapidly
morrow afternoon in chambers on the
west side. Attorney General Clancy
telephoned last night that he would
come to Laa Vegas on No. 10 tomorSubscribe for The Optic.
row afternoon. The cases will be
taken up Immediately upon his
That part of Sixth street in front
of the city hall and the Y. M. n A
that has been graded to the gutter
tnat was recently installed there has

i

WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY
CALIFOR.NIA, , COLORADO AND
NEW MEXICO FRUITS AND VEGET-ABLEPeaches, Plums, Pears, Apples, Apricots. Ca.nteloups. Walter-melon- s.
Celery, ftedishes. Lettuce,
Onions, Green . Wax Deans, Cauliflower, Summer Squash, Tomatoes.
Cucumbers and New Cabbage.

S.

1

& HAYWARD

Early this morning Adelina D. Brito.
wife of Dan Brito, died at her home
on Commerce street after an illness
of several months. Death was caused
by scarlet fever. She is survived bv
her parents and several brothers and
sisters. The funeral services were
held this afternoon from the
family
residence.

CO. STORE

EVERYCDDY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

the appearance of a real street. Cin
ders and other material has been nlac
ed on the ground and when sufficient
iy packed will make a solid roadwnv
If ail the business section of the citv
can be provided with
gutters the same
mode of grading will be used, thus
making a roadway equal in some re
spects to pavement.
ADVERTISED

LETTER

White.
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "Advertised Letters."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
"HARVEY'S"
Famous mountain ranch: 3lst
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave or
ders at Murpbey's or Plaza hotel.

Arrangements for the Redpath
bureau course which is to appear
in Las Vegas during the next six
months under the auspices of the Y
M. C. A. are gradually being com.
pleted and by the middle of next month
everything will be ready for the first
attraction. Alton B. Packard, cartoon
ist, will appear a8 the first number
of this course. Mr. Packard is one of
the foremost entertainers in the world
In this line and for the past two years
has delighted audiences all over the
world. He Is a clever charaoter, his
humor and wit have held audiences
of large number. He Is known to all
the large ChautaUquas In the country
as a capable entertainer and no doubt
the Las Vegas citizens will appreciate
his appearance in this city.
Mr. Packard will make his appear
ance in the Duncan opera house on
October 4.
The other attractions will follow.
Miss Verna VaBtine of the Redpath
lyceum bureau will arrive in Las Ve
gas this week to begin the sale of
tickets, for this season's attractions.
She will manage the sale of tickets
and dispose of the limited number of
season tickets to be sold. It is expected that the sale of tickets during
this week will be heavy as a number
of people are anxious to take advantage of the reduced prices offered with
the season ticket. The prices to be
charged for these entertainments will
be as follows:
Double season ticket,
for two persons, for Y. M. C. A. mem$5.50; single
bers, $5;
season tickets, Y. M. C. A. members,
$3.25.

$3;

The second attraction
tor this
course will be presented ci October 18
by Professor1 Montravilie M. Wood,
sicentist. This attraction will be one
of the most interesting of the entire
course. Professor Wood demonstrates
the possible use of the gyroscope in
the future. Professor Wood is of the
opinion that in 1920 all modern travel
will be by these means. The entertainment offered by Professor Wood is
interesting as well as instructive in
every way. Miss Allene M. Wood,
Professor Wood's daughter, accompanies him on his tour this year and
will assist him in the various experiments.
On November 8, the Honorable
Champ Clark will appear here and
deliver one of his famous lectures. No
definite announcement has yet been
made as to the subject of the lecture
but it will be announced several
weeks before his arrival here. Mr.
Clark Is one of the foremost lecturers
on the platform today and his prospective appearance in Las Vegas has
greatly enthused the literary class of
the city.
The real humorous attraction, one
that Is being looked forward as the
best of the course by the Las Vegans,
will be the appearance of the Dixie
quintette which is set for February 9,
1914.
This attraction will consist of
vocal solos, instrumental and quartette work and a number of laughable
negro sketches. All the members of
this quintette are among the foremost
on the minstrel stage today and have
appeared before the best audiences
in the land.
The last number of the course will
be presented on March IS, 1914, when
the famous Four Artists, known all
over the country as 'professionals In
a their line, will entertain the Las Vegas people at a concert. This comcompc ed of four people, two
pany
soloists, a world famous violinist, and
a remarkable piano artist. The concert to be given by them will be classic In every respect. This ends the
course and when It is finished Las
Vegas will have been well entertain
ed. All the attractions open their New
Mexico booking here.
'
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THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE
We

a.re headquarters for fresh

Vegetables

and
Fruits in Season
STRAWBERRIES

CHERRIES

AND

EVERY DAY

Ills of Women
Many women suffer miserably from
chronic constipation, causing nervousness, dizziness and sallow complexion.
They will find that Chamberlain's

Tablets invariably bring relief. These
tablets are easyi to take asd pleasant
in effect. . For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
WANTED

ufici
PHONE

MAIN

4 and

21-

Girl at Harvey's ranch.

EL PORVENIR
The Ideal Mountain Resort
Phones Main

20

and Olive

5174

Fall Rugs

received at our store.

FIVE ATTRACTIONS BOOKED, AL.
TON B. PACKARD
BEING THE
FIRST, TO APPEAR HERE ON
OCTOBER 4.

leilljiOisj

LIST

Letters remaning uncalled for, for
the week ending August 16, 1913.
Miss Anna Anderson;
Tom Bly;
Clerk of School Board, Bianchard, N.
M.; Charles Kimble; Margarita B
Lucero; Miss Aniceta Lopez; Martin
Luther; D. C. MeWhirter; F. w.
Meyer; T. B. Milton; Procopio Mar.
tinez; Refugio Mondragon; John Ol
leren shaw; Mrs. Overly; Benerito
RoadmasterS. P. R. R .; Luther
Ely Smith; 'Herbert C. Schultz; A. M
Tenney; J. L. Teague; Theodore J

to arrive in Las Vegas

The Biggest Growing Business
in Las Vegas is Our Rug Department. It almost doubled
last season.

D

SI

AT THE HOME OF THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

oA? mm

BY G. R. A.

Try a dram 01 oia Taylor Bour
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Formal endorsement 01 the Good
in wood. Direct from the distillery Roads day plan has been obtained
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
from the New Mexico Good Roads as

Let us hLve(your order

THE FIRST
SHIPMENT

Y.II.CJ.

T

ABLE-BODIE-

pounds per melon.

Gross, Kelly

IS ENDORSED

at 6:31

Mrs. E. C. EdmonJs yesterday aft EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FRAMES
ernoon underwent an operation for
RESOLUTIONS
CALLING UPON
appendicitis and is reported as rest ) EVERY
MAN IN
STATE TO DO HIS SHARE
ing easy today.

SWEET

-

lamps
.

.

Capital.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1913.

9x12 Rugs in Price from $5.00
to $60.00
Come In and See the New
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BUY AN AUTO DELVERY WAGON
Inauraa
Prompt Oallrarlaa at Minimum Expmnaa

Quick delivery means satisfied customers

and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD COmPMMY, A&zetts

$1,050

FULLY EQU1PPFB AT YOUR

CVDVERLAND

HODFV

D!W

59 TVSSJ'

Telephone or call and we will have our demon
itrator show you
Las Vegas- Automobile
Phjne Wain

344.

Mocfiine

Whalen,

CONFERENCE
IN

&

LIKELY

Till!)!

TO

STOP STKSKE
VICE PRESIDENT HAYES OF U. M.
W. DECLINES TO ATTEND
BUT INFORGATHERING
MAL MEETING IS HOPED FOR
FOR-MA-

Trinidad; Col., Aug. 19 A resolu
tion pledging the suiSpdrt'.of the" Federation of Labor in the event a stnkfl
is called in' District No..". 15 by. "the
United Mine Workers of Amerjca, and
also condemning the policy pj: the, coal
operators in importing armed' guards
precipitated a lively fight among the
delegates to the eighteenth- - convention of the Colorado Federation of
Labor soon after the .opening of the
second day's session today.
The resolution was introduced by
Adolph Germer, a delegate from the
miners' union. Germer was strenuously opposed by EH Gross, a Denver delegate who charged Germer
with attempting to "railroad" action.
Gross maintained that no action
should be taken until the committee
on resolutions had submitted1 a report.
State Labor Commissioner B. V.
Brake this morning held a formal
recommendation to the coal operators
and the directors of the Trinidad
chamber of commerce that steps be
taken to also disarm all armed glafds
and deputy sheriffs not local citizens
as a means of preventing a repetition of Sunday night's tragedy.
The Germer resolution was fisally
passed on roll call by an averwhelm-inmajority.
-
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g

&

--
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Powler Props

A brief conference between State
Labor Commissioner E. . Brake and
W. J. Murray, general manager of the
Victor American Fuel company and
a refusal on the part of Frank J.
Hayes, vice president of the United
Mine Workers of America to accept
Brake as a mediator, were the only
developments early today in the labor
situation in the southern Colaroda
fields, where a strike of between
eight arid ten thousand miners Is
threatened unless the operators will
agree to recognize the union.
Vice President Hayes this morning
had nothing to add to the ultimatum
he delivered to the coal operators In
a publij address last night. He said
i.uai , .overtures naa oeen maue, oui
whether, by the unions or the operators he would not state, ' So far the
operators have refused point blank
to meet with Hayes as a union rep
resentative, but some hope Is enter
tained that an informal conference
may be arranged within fhe next 24
hours.
When the delegates to the Colorado
State Federation of Labor met this
morning for the second days session
there was a prospect of a fight over
credentials. A jury of business men
has been impanneled by Coroner B. B.
Sipe for the Inquest into the killing
of Gerald Lippiatti, the union organizer who was shot and killed Saturday night by two Baldwin-Felt- s
guards.
--

who require the best and purest
medicine see that you get Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in preference
to any other for coughs, colds, asthma,
hoarsness, tickling throat and lung
troubles. It Is a strictly high grade
family medicine, and only approved
drugs of first quality are used in its
manufacture. It gives the best result
and contains no opiates. O. G. Schaef-e- r
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
YOU

